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Troubleshooting
Instance-Related Failures
CVM Login Failures
：

Last updated 2020-08-18 16:26:45
This document describes how to troubleshoot instance login failures after you purchase Cloud Virtual Machine (CVM)
instances, helping you locate and resolve CVM login failures.
This document describes how to determine possible causes of instance login failures after you purchase Cloud Virtual
Machine (CVM) instances, helping you locate and resolve CVM login failures.

Possible Causes
The following figure shows the primary causes of CVM instance login failures and their probabilities. If you cannot
connect to an instance, we recommended you use the diagnosis tool and perform troubleshooting as instructed below.

Troubleshooting
Confirming the instance type
You must first determine whether your purchased instance is a Windows system instance or Linux system instance.
The causes of login failures vary by instance types. According to your purchased instance type, refer to the following
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documentation to locate and resolve the issue.
Unable to log into a Windows instance
Unable to log into a Linux instance

Using the diagnosis tool to locate the causes
Tencent Cloud provides Port Verification to help you determine possible causes of login failures. More than 70% of
login issues can be checked and located by this tool.
Self-Diagnosis Tool
Problems that can be diagnosed include high bandwidth usage rate, zero public network bandwidth, high server
workload, improper security group rules, DDoS attack blocking, security isolation, and account in arrears.
Port Verification Tool
This tool can diagnose security group- and port-related problems. If there is a security group configuration issue, you
can use Open All Ports function of the tool to open all commonly used interfaces of the security group.
If you locate the cause of the issue using the tool, we recommend you follow the corresponding issue guidelines to
resolve it.

Restarting Instance
After the diagnosis tool has located and managed the corresponding issue, or it is still not possible to locate the cause
of the login failure using the diagnosis tool, you can restart the instance and connect remotely again to see whether the
connection succeeds.
For information about how to restart an instance, see Restart Instance.

Other common causes of login failures
If you cannot locate the cause of the issue following the above-mentioned steps, or you receive the following error
messages when logging in to the CVM, refer to the following solutions.
Windows Instances
Windows instance: Unauthorized to log in via remote desktop service
Windows instance: Mac remote login exception
Windows instance: Authentication error
Windows instance: Remote desktop cannot connect to the remote computer
Linux Instances
Linux instance: Unable to login due to high CPU and memory usage rates
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Subsequent Operations
If you still cannot log in remotely following the above-mentioned steps, save the related logs and self-diagnosis results,
then Submit Ticket.
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Windows Instance Login Failures
Windows Instance Login Failures
：

Last updated 2022-07-07 11:27:10
This document describes the possible causes of Windows instance login failures and their troubleshooting methods.

Possible Cause
Common login failure reasons:
Incorrect password
High bandwidth utilization
High server load
Improper remote port configuration
Improper security group rules
Exception caused by the firewall or security software
Authentication error in access through remote desktop

Using Self-Diagnosis Tool
Tencent Cloud provides a self-diagnosis tool to help you determine whether the failure is caused by common problems
with the bandwidth, firewall, and security group configurations. 70% of faults can be located with this tool. You can
locate the faults that may result in the login failure based on the detected causes.
1. Click Self-diagnose to open the self-diagnosis tool.
2. Select the target CVM instance as prompted and click Start Detection.
If you cannot troubleshoot with the diagnosis tool, we recommend you log in to the CVM instance via VNC and follow
the instructions.

Troubleshooting
Logging in via VNC
If you cannot log in to a Windows instance through RDP or remote access software, you can log in through VNC for
troubleshooting.
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1. Log in to the CVM console.
2. On the Instances page, select the target instance and click Log in.

3. In the Standard Login | Windows Instance pop-up window, click Login via VNC.

Note
If you forgot the password for the instance, you can reset it in the console. For more information, see
Resetting Instance Password.

4. In the login pop-up window, click Ctrl-Alt-Delete from the top left list.

Login failure due to password issue
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Problem: The login attempt failed because you forgot the password, entered an incorrect password, or failed to reset
your password.
Solution: Reset the password for this instance in the CVM console and restart the instance. For more information, see
Resetting Instance Password.

High bandwidth utilization
Problem: The self-diagnosis tool shows that bandwidth utilization is too high.
Procedure:
1. Log in to the instance by using VNC login.
2. Check the bandwidth utilization of the instance and perform troubleshooting accordingly. For details, see Login
Failure Due to High Bandwidth Occupation.

High server load
Problem: The self-diagnosis tool or Cloud Monitor shows that server CPU workload is too high, and the system is
unable to perform remote connection or access is slow.
Possible cause: Viruses, trojans, third-party antivirus software, application exceptions, driver exceptions, and
automatic updates of software on the backend may lead to high CPU utilization.
Procedure:
1. Log in to the instance by using VNC login.
2. In Task manager, find the process with high load. For details, see Failed to log in to a Windows CVM due to high
CPU and memory usage.

Improper remote port configuration
Problem: Failed to access the instance remotely, the remote access port is not the default port or has been modified,
or port 3389 is not open.
Diagnosis: Ping the public IP address of the instance to check network connectivity and run telnet to check whether
the port is open.
Procedure: See Remote Login Failure Due to Port Issues for the detailed procedure.

Improper security group rules
Problems: Security group rule configuration is improper, leading to login failures.
Procedure: Troubleshoot with the Port Verification feature on the VPC console.

Note
Open 3389 must be open for remote login.
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If the problem is caused by a port issue of the security group, you can use the **Open all ports** feature to open all

ports.
To define a custom rule for the security group, see Adding Security Group Rules.

Login failure due to firewall or security software
Problem: The login attempt failed due to the CVM firewall or security software.
Diagnosis: Log in to a Windows instance through VNC to check whether the login is blocked by the firewall policies or
security software installed on the server.

Note
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This operation involves shutting down the CVM firewall. To perform it, check whether you have the
corresponding permission.

Procedure: Shut down the firewall or the installed security software, and then try to access remotely again. For
example, you can shut down the firewall of Windows Server 2016 as follows:
1. Log in to the instance by using VNC login.
2. On the desktop, click

and select Control Panel.

3. Click Windows Defender Firewall.
4. In the Windows Defender Firewall window, click Turn Windows Firewall on or off on the left to open
Customize Settings.
5. Set Private network settings and Public network settings to Turn off Windows Firewall and click OK.
6. Restart the instance and try to access remotely again.

Identity verification error in access through remote desktop
Problem: When you tried to log in to a Windows instance through the remote desktop, the prompt stating
"Authentication error. Invalid flag is provided to the function." or "Authentication error. The required function is not
supported." appears.
Possible cause: Microsoft released a security update in March 2018. This update fixes a remote code execution
vulnerability in the Credential Security Supporting Program (CredSSP) by correcting how CredSSP validates requests
during the authentication process. Both the client and server need to be updated or the preceding error may occur.
Procedure: Install the security update (recommended). For details, see An Authentication Error Occurred when You
Tried to Log In to a Windows Instance Remotely.

Other Solutions
If you still cannot connect to the Windows instance, and submit a ticket for assistance.
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An authentication error occurred when you
tried to log in to a Windows instance remotely
：

Last updated 2022-07-07 11:27:10

Problem Description
When a Remote Desktop Connection is used to log in to a Windows instance, an error is displayed.
"An authentication error has occurred. The token supplied to the function is invalid"
"An authentication error has occurred. The function requested is not supported"

Problem Analysis
Microsoft published a security update in March 2018. By correcting how the Credential Security Support Provider
protocol (CredSSP) validates requests during authentication, this update fixes the remote code execution vulnerability
in the CredSSP. Both the client and server need to install the security update, or the preceding error may occur.
Remote connection fails in the following three scenarios:
Scenario 1: The security update is installed on the server but not on the client, and the "force updated clients" policy
is configured.
Scenario 2: The security update is installed on the client but not on the server, and the "force updated clients" policy
is configured.
Scenario 3: The security update is installed on the client but not on the server, and the "mitigated" policy is
configured.

Solution
Note
If you only update the client locally, use Solution 1. Install the security update (recommended).

Logging in to CVM via VNC
1. Log in to the CVM console.
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2. On the Instances page, find the target CVM instance and click Log in.

3. In the Standard Login | Windows Instance pop-up window, select Login via VNC.
4. In the login pop-up window, select Send remote command in the top-left corner and press Ctrl-Alt-Delete to
open the system login window as shown below:

5. Enter the login password and press Enter to log in to the Windows CVM instance.

Solution 1. Install the security update (recommended)
Install the security update on the unpatched client or server. For updates for different operating systems, see CVE2018-0886 | CredSSP remote code execution vulnerability. This solution uses Windows Server 2016 as an example.
In other operating systems, you may use the following methods to enter Windows Update:
Windows Server 2012:

> Control Panel > System and Security > Windows Update

Windows Server 2008: Start > Control Panel > System and Security > Windows Update
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Windows 10:

> Settings > Update & Security

Windows 7:

> Control Panel > System and Security > Windows Update

1. On the desktop, click

and select Settings.

2. In the Settings pop-up window, select Update & Security.
3. In Update & Security, select Windows Update and click Check for updates.
4. Click Start Installation.
5. After the installation is complete, restart the instance to finish the update.

Solution 2. Modify the policy
In a CVM instance that has the security update installed, set the Encryption Oracle Remediation policy to
Vulnerable. This solution uses Windows Server 2016 as an example. Follow the steps below:

Note
If no group policy editor is available in the Windows 10 Home operating system, you can modify the registry to
edit the policy as instructed in Solution 3. Modify the registry.

1. On the desktop, click

, enter "gpedit.msc", and press Enter to open Local Group Policy Editor.

Note
You can also press Win+R to open the Run window.

2. On the left sidebar, select Computer Configuration > Administrative Templates > System > Credentials
Delegation and double-click Encryption Oracle Remediation.
3. In the Encryption Oracle Remediation pop-up window, select Enabled and set Protection level to
Vulnerable.
4. Click OK.

Solution 3. Modify the registry
1. On the desktop, click

, enter "regedit", and press Enter to open the Registry Editor.

Note
You can also press Win+R to open the Run window.
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2. On the left sidebar, select Computer > HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE > SOFTWARE > Microsoft > Windows >
CurrentVersion > Policies > System > CredSSP > Parameters.

Note
If the directory path does not exist, create one manually.

3. Right-click Parameters, select New > DWORD (32-bit) value, and name the file "AllowEncryptionOracle".
4. Double-click the newly created "AllowEncryptionOracle" file, set Value data to "2", and click OK.
5. Restart the instance.

References
CVE-2018-0886 | CredSSP remote code execution vulnerability
CredSSP updates for CVE-2018-0886
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Failed to Reset the CVM Password or the
CVM Password Is Invalid
：

Last updated 2022-05-26 11:46:37
This document describe how to troubleshoot failed or invalid password resets for a Windows Server 2012 CVM.

Problem
After the CVM password is reset, the system prompts "The system is busy, and your instance password failed to be
reset (7617d94c)."
After the CVM password is reset, the new password does not take effect, and the login password remains the old
one.

Cause
Possible causes are:
The cloudbase-init component in the CVM is damaged, modified, disabled, or not started.
The cloudbase-init component for password reset is blocked by the third-party security program (e.g., 360
Total Security or Huorong Security) installed on the CVM.

Troubleshooting
Try the following according to the failure reason.

Checking the cloudbase-init service
1. Logging in to Windows Instance (WebRDP).
2. On the desktop, right-click

and choose Run. Enter services.msc in the Run dialog box, and press Enter to

open the Services window.
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3. Check whether the cloudbase-init service exists, as shown in the following figure:

If yes, proceed to the next step.
If no, reinstall the cloudbase-init service. For more information, see Installing Cloudbase-Init on Windows.
4. Double-click the cloudbase-init service to open the cloudbase-init properties dialog box, as shown in the
following figure:
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5. Select the General tab and check whether the cloudbase-init startup type is Automatic.
If yes, proceed to the next step.
If no, set the cloudbase-init startup type to Automatic.
6. Switch to the Log On tab and check whether Local System account is selected for the cloudbase-init
service.
If yes, proceed to the next step.
If no, select Local System account for the cloudbase-init service.

7. Switch to the General tab, click Start in Service status to manually enable the cloudbase-init service,
and check whether an error occurs.
If yes, check the security program installed on the CVM.
If no, proceed to the next step.
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8. On the desktop, right-click

and choose Run. Enter regedit in the Run dialog box, and press Enter to open

the Registry Editor window.
9. In the registry navigation pane on the left, expand the following hierarchies in order: HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE >
SOFTWARE > Cloudbase Solutions > Cloudbase-Init.
0. Locate all "LocalScriptsPlugin" registry keys under ins-xxx and check whether the LocalScriptsPlugin value is 2.

If yes, proceed to the next step.
If no, set the LocalScriptsPlugin value to 2.

1. On the desktop, click

and choose This PC. Check whether the CD drive is loaded under Devices and

drives, as shown in the following figure:
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If yes, check the security program installed on the CVM.
If no, start the CD-ROM drive in Device Manager.

Checking the security program installed on the CVM
Scan for CVM vulnerabilities using the installed security program and check whether cloudbase-init
components are blocked.
If the CVM has vulnerabilities, fix them.
If core components are blocked, unblock them.
Check and configure the cloudbase-init components as instructed below.
1. Logging in to Windows Instance (WebRDP).
2. Restore and set the cloudbase-init components according to the actually installed third-party security
program.
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Windows instance: no remote Desktop license
server can provide license
：

Last updated 2022-04-06 20:30:24
This document describes how to manage alarm prompts such as "Remote session has been disconnected as no
remote desktop authorization server is available for licensing" when you try to remotely connect to a Windows
instance.

Problem
When you try to connect to a Windows instance by using Windows Remote Desktop, a prompt stating "Remote
session has been disconnected as no remote desktop authorization server is available for licensing. For assistance,
please contact your system administrator" appears, as shown in the following figure:

Problem Analysis
The possible causes to this problem include but are not limited to the following. Therefore, always analyze the problem
based on the actual situation.
The RDP-TCP limit is set by the system by default, and it allows only one session for each user. If the account has
been logged in, no additional sessions can be established.
The "Remote Desktop Session Host" role feature was added by the system, but the validity period of the feature
has expired.
The "Remote Desktop Session Host" role feature is free for use for 120 days. After the period, you must pay for the
feature to continue to use it.
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Solution
Logging in to the CVM through VNC
1. Log in to the CVM console.
2. On the instance management page, locate the target CVM instance and click Log In, as shown in the following
figure:

3. In the Log in to Windows instance window that appears, select Alternative login methods (VNC), and click
Log In Now to log in to the CVM.
4. In the login window that appears, select Send Remote Command in the upper-left corner, and press Ctrl-AltDelete to go to the system login interface, as shown in the following figure:

Solution 1: Modify the policy configuration
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1. On the operating system interface, click

to open a Windows PowerShell window.

2. In the Windows PowerShell window, enter gpedit.msc and press Enter to open Local Group Policy Editor.
3. In the left navigation tree, choose Computer Configuration > Administrative Templates > Windows
Components > Remote Desktop Services > Remote Desktop Session Host > Connections, and doubleclick Limit number of connections, as shown in the following figure:

4. In the "Limit number of connections" window that appears, modify Maximum RD connections supported and
click OK, as shown in the following figure:
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5. Switch to the Windows PowerShell window.
6. In the Windows PowerShell window, enter gpupdate and press Enter to update the policy.

Solution 2: Delete the "Remote Desk Session Host" role

If you want to keep the "Remote Desktop Session Host" role, skip this step and go to the Microsoft official
website to purchase and configure the appropriate certificate.

1. On the operating system interface, click
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2. Click Manage in the upper-right corner of the "Server Manager" window and select Delete roles and features, as
shown in the following figure:

3. In the "Delete roles and features" wizard, click Next.
4. On the "Delete server roles" page, uncheck Remote Desktop Services. In the prompt box that appears, select
Remove Feature.
5. Click Next twice.
6. Check Restart the destination server automatically if required, and click Yes in the prompt box that appears.
7. Click Delete.
Wait for the CVM to restart.
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Requires network-level identity verification
：

Last updated 2022-04-06 20:30:24
This document describes how to solve the issue of network level authentication when connecting to a Windows
instance using Remote Desktop.

Issue
Windows Remote Desktop fails to connect to your Windows instance with the error message The remote computer
requires Network Level Authentication, which your computer does not support. For assistance, contact
your system administrator or technical support.

Troubleshooting
In the following steps, we use Windows Server 2016 as an example.

Logging in to the CVM using VNC
1. Log in to the CVM Console.
2. On the instance management page, find the desired CVM instance. Click Log In, as shown in the following figure:
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3. In the Log in to Windows instance window that appears, select Alternative login methods (VNC). Click Log
In Now to log in to the CVM.
4. In the login window that appears, select Send Remote Command in the top-left corner. Click Ctrl-Alt-Delete to
enter the system login interface as shown below:

Modifying the Windows registry
1. In the operating system interface, click

. Enter regedit and press Enter to open the Registry Editor.

2. Using navigation tree on the left-side, navigate to Computer > HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE > SYSTEM >
CurrentControlSet > Control > Lsa. In the right-side pane, select Security Packages, as shown in the following
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figure:

3. Double click Security Packages to open the Edit Multi-String dialog box.
4. In the Edit Multi-String dialog box, add tspkg under Value Data and click OK, as shown in the following figure.

5. Using navigation tree on the left-side, navigate to Computer > HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE > SYSTEM >
CurrentControlSet > Control > SecurityProviders. In the right-side pane, select SecurityProviders, as shown
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in the following figure:

6. Double-click SecurityProviders to open the Edit Multi-String dialog box.
7. Append ,credssp.dll to the end of the Value Data field in the Edit Multi-String dialog box. Click OK as
shown in the following figure:

8. Close the registry editor and restart the instance. You can now log in remotely.
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Problems occurred when you tried to log in to
a Windows CVM remotely on Mac
：

Last updated 2022-04-06 20:30:24
This document describes common problems you may encounter when logging in to Windows CVM on Mac through
Microsoft Remote Desktop and how to solve them.

Problems
When logging in to Windows CVM through Microsoft Remote Desktop, you get a “The certificate couldn't be verified
back to a root certificate” prompt.

When using Remote Desktop Connection on Mac, you get a “Remote Desktop Connection cannot verify the identity
of the computer that you want to connect to” prompt.

Troubleshooting

©2013-2022 Tencent Cloud. All rights reserved.
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The following operations take Windows Server 2016 as an example.

Logging in to the CVM using VNC
1. Log in to the CVM Console.
2. In the instance management page, locate the CVM you need, and click Log In. This is shown in the following
figure:

3. In the Log into Windows instance window that pops up, select Alternative login methods (VNC), and click
Log In Now to log in to the CVM.
4. In the login window that pops up, select Send CtrlAltDel in the top left corner, and click Ctrl-Alt-Delete to enter
the system login interface as shown below:
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Modifying the local group policy of the instance
1. In the operating system interface, click

, enter gpedit.msc, and press Enter to open the Local Group Policy

Editor.

You can also use the shortcut “Win+R” to open the Run interface.

2. In the left navigation tree, select Computer Configuration > Administrative Templates > Windows
Components > Remote Desktop Services > Remote Desktop Session Host > Security, double-click
Require use of specific security layer for remote (RDP) connections
3. In the “Require use of specific security layer for remote (RDP) connections” window, select Enabled, and set the
Security Layer to RDP
4. Click OK to complete the configuration.
5. Restart the instance and try to connect again.
If the connection fails again, please submit a ticket.
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Failed to log in to a Windows CVM due to high
CPU and memory usage
：

Last updated 2022-04-06 20:30:24
This document describes how to troubleshoot Windows CVM login failures due to high CPU or memory utilization.

The following uses Windows Server 2012 R2 as an example. The steps may vary by operating system (OS)
versions.

Possible Causes
Hardware, system processes, service processes, trojans, and viruses may cause high CPU or memory utilization,
resulting in slow service response speed or CVM login failure. You can use Cloud Monitor to create an alarm threshold
for CPU or memory usage. You will be notified promptly when the configured threshold is exceeded.

Troubleshooting
1. Identify the process that causes high CPU or memory utilization.
2. Analyze the process.
If it is an unhealthy process, it may be caused by a virus or trojan. Terminate the process or use an antivirus
application to scan the system.
If it is a service process, check whether the high CPU or memory utilization is caused by access traffic and whether
it can be optimized.
If it is a Tencent Cloud component process, submit a ticket for assistance.

Tools
Task Manager: an application and process manager included with the Microsoft Windows OS. It provides information
on computer performance and running software, such as the names of running processes, CPU load, memory usage,
I/O, logged-in users, and Windows services.
Processes: a list of all running processes.
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Performance: system performance statistics such as the overall CPU usage and current memory usage.
Users: all users with sessions.
Details: an enhanced version of the processes tab, including detailed information on PID, status, CPU usage, and
memory usage.
Services: a list of all services, including those that are not running.

Troubleshooting Method
Logging in to the CVM instance using VNC

If you cannot log in to your CVM instance due to high CPU or memory utilization, we recommend logging into
Windows instance via VNC.

1. Log in to the CVM console.
2. On the instance management page, locate the CVM instance and click Log In, as shown in the following figure:

3. In the pop-up "Log into Windows instance" window, select Alternative login methods (VNC) and click Log In
Now to log in to the CVM instance.
4. In the pop-up login window, select "Send CtrlAltDel" in the upper-left corner and click Ctrl-Alt-Delete to go to the
OS login page, as shown in the following figure:

©2013-2022 Tencent Cloud. All rights reserved.
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Viewing the resource usage of processes
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1. In the CVM, right-click the "taskbar" and choose Task Manager, as shown in the following figure:

2. View resource usage in the "Task Manager" window, as shown in the following figure:

You can click the CPU or memory column to sort the processes in ascending or descending order.
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Analyzing processes
Analyze processes in Task Manager to identify the causes and troubleshoot accordingly.
A system process causes the issue
If a system process causes high CPU and memory utilization, troubleshoot as follows:
1. Check the name of the process.
Some viruses use names similar to system processes, such as svch0st.exe, explore.exe, iexplorer.exe, etc.
2. Check the location of the executable file of a process.
The executable file of a system process is usually located in C:\Windows\System32 with valid signatures and
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descriptions. To locate the executable file of a process, such as svchost.exe , right-click the process in Task
Manager and choose Open file location.
If the executable file is not in C:\Windows\System32 , your CVM instance may have a virus. Scan for viruses
with an antivirus application or manually fix the issue.
If the executable file is in C:\Windows\System32 , restart your CVM instance or terminate unnecessary but
secure system processes.
The following lists common system processes:
System Idle Process: a process that displays the percentage of time that the processor is idle
system: indicates the memory management process
explorer: indicates the desktop and file management process
iexplore: indicates the Microsoft Internet Explorer process
csrss: indicates the runtime subsystem on the Microsoft client or server
svchost: indicates the system process for running DLL
Taskmgr: indicates the task manager
Isass: indicates the local security authority service
An unhealthy process causes the issue
If high CPU or memory utilization is caused by a process that has a strange name, such as xmr64.exe (a cryptomining
malware), your CVM instance may have a virus or trojan. We recommend using a search engine to verify.
If the process is a virus or trojan, use an antivirus application to delete the virus or trojan. If necessary, back up your
data and reinstall the operating system.
If the process is not a virus or trojan, restart your CVM instance or terminate unnecessary but secure processes.
A service process causes the issue
If a service process such as IIS, HTTPD, PHP, or Java causes the issue, we recommend analyzing it further.
For example, check whether your business volume is high.
If yes, we recommend upgrading configuration for your CVM instance. Alternatively, you can optimize service
processes.
If no, use service error logs to further analyze the issue. For example, check whether incorrect parameter
configurations lead to resource waste.
A Tencent Cloud process causes the issue
If a Tencent Cloud component process causes the issue, submit a ticket to contact us for assistance.
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Failed to connect to a remote computer
through Remote Desktop
：

Last updated 2022-07-07 11:27:10

Symptom
When trying to connect to a Windows instance remotely from Windows, you get the following message:

The remote desktop can't connect to the remote computer for one of the following reasons:
1. Remote access to the server is not enabled
2. The remote computer is turned off
3. The remote computer is not available on the network
Make sure the remote computer is turned on and connected to the network, and that remote access is enabled.
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Possible Causes
Possible causes include but are not limited to the following:
The instance is in an abnormal status.
The CVM instance does not have a public IP or the public network bandwidth is 0.
The remote login port (3389 by default) is not opened in the security group bound to the instance.
Remote Desktop Services is not started.
Incorrect Remote Desktop settings
Incorrect Windows Firewall settings

Troubleshooting Directions
Checking instance status
1. Log in to the CVM console.
2. On the Instances page, check whether the instance is "Running".

If yes, check whether the CVM instance has a public IP.
If no, start up the Windows instance.

Checking public IP
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Check whether the CVM instance has a public IP in the CVM console.

If yes, check whether you have purchased public network bandwidth.
If no, apply for an EIP and bind it to the CVM instance.

Checking public network bandwidth
Check whether the public network bandwidth is 0 Mbps. At least 1 Mbps of public network bandwidth is required.
If yes, increase the bandwidth to 5 Mbps or above by adjusting network configuration.

If no, check whether the remote login port (3389) of the instance is opened.

Checking remote login port (3389)
1. On the instance management page in the CVM console, click the target instance ID/name to enter its details page.
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2. In the Security Groups tab, check whether the remote login port (3389 by default) is opened.

If yes, check the remote desktop service.
If no, edit the corresponding security group rules to open the port as instructed in Adding Security Group Rules.

Checking remote desktop service
1. Log in to the instance via VNC and check whether the remote desktop service of the Windows instance is enabled.

Note
The following operations use an instance on Windows Server 2016 as an example.

2. Right-click

and select System in the pop-up menu.

3. In the System pop-up window, select Advanced System Settings.
4. In the System Properties pop-up window, select the Remote tab and check whether the Allow remote
connections to this computer is selected:
If yes, proceed to step 5.
If no, select it and click OK.
5. Right-click

and select Computer Management in the pop-up menu.

6. On the left sidebar in the Computer Management window, select Services and Applications > Services.
7. In the service list on the right, check whether *Remote Desktop Services is started:
If yes, proceed to step 8.
If no, start the service.
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8. Right-click

and select Run in the pop-up menu.

9. In the Run pop-up window, enter msconfig and click OK.
0. In the System Configuration pop-up window, check whether Normal startup is selected:
If yes, check Windows instance system settings.
If no, select it and click OK.

Checking Windows instance system settings
1. Log in to the Windows instance via VNC and check the system settings of the instance.

Note
The following operations use an instance on Windows Server 2012 as an example.

2. Right-click

and select Run in the pop-up menu.

3. In the Run pop-up window, enter services.msc and press Enter to open the Services window.
4. Double-click to open the Remote Desktop Services properties and check whether Remote Desktop Services
is running as shown below:
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If yes, proceed to step 5.
If no, set Startup Type to Automatic and Service Status to Running (i.e., clicking Start).
5. Right-click

and select Run in the pop-up menu.

6. In the Run pop-up window, enter sysdm.cpl and press Enter to open the System Properties window.
7. On the Remote tab, check whether the Remote Desktop is set to Allow remote connections to this
computer as shown below:
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If yes, proceed to Step 8.
If no, set Remote Desktop to Allow remote connections to this computer.
8. Click

and select Control Panel in the pop-up menu.

9. In Control Panel, select System and Security > Windows Defender Firewall.
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0. In Windows Defender Firewall, check the Windows Defender Firewall status as shown below:

If the status is On, proceed to Step 11.
If the status is Off, contact submit a ticket for assistance.
1. In Windows Defender Firewall, click Allow an app or feature through Windows Defender Firewall to open
the Allowed apps window.
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2. In the Allowed apps window, check whether Remote Desktop is selected in Allowed apps and features.

If yes, proceed to Step 13.
If no, select Remote Desktop to allow Remote Desktop through Windows Defender Firewall.
3. In Windows Defender Firewall, click Turn Windows Firewall on or off to open the Customize Settings
window.
4. In the Customize Settings window, set Private network settings and Public network settings to Turn off
Windows Defender Firewall (not recommended) as shown below:
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If you still cannot connect to the Windows instance on a remote desktop, please submit a ticket for assistance.
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Credentials Not Work
：

Last updated 2022-04-06 20:30:25

Issue
The following error message appears when trying to log in to a Windows CVM remotely via RDP protocol, such as
using MSTSC.
The credentials that were used to connect to XXX.XXX.XXX.XXX did not work. Please enter new credentials.

Solutions

：

Note

This document uses a Tencent Cloud CVM with the Windows Server 2012 operating system as an example.
The procedure may vary slightly according to the operating system version.
Follow the instructions below and try to connect to your Windows CVM after each step. If the issue persists,
proceed to the next step.
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Step 1: modify the network access policy
1. Log in to the Windows instance using VNC.
2. Once you log in, click

to open the Windows PowerShell window.

3. In the Windows PowerShell window, enter gpedit.msc and press Enter. The Local Group Policy Editor
window appears.
4. In the left sidebar, expand the following directories in order: Computer Configuration > Windows Settings >
Security Settings > Local Policies > Security Options.
5. Locate and open Network access: Sharing and security model for local accounts under Security Options,
as shown below:
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6. Select Classic - local users authenticate as themselves and click OK, as shown below:

7. Check whether you can connect to your Windows CVM now.
If yes, the problem has been solved.
If no, proceed to “Step 2: modify credentials delegation”.

Step 2: modify credentials delegation
1. In the left sidebar of Local Group Policy Editor, expand the following directories in order: Computer
Configuration > Administrative Templates > System > Credentials Delegation.
2. Locate and open Allow delegating saved credentials with NTLM-only server authentication under
Credentials Delegation, as shown below:
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3. In the pop-up window, select Enabled. Click Show… under Options, enter TERMSRV/* for Show Contents
and click OK, as shown below:
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4. Click OK.
5. On the desktop, click

to open the Windows PowerShell window.

6. In the Windows PowerShell window, enter gpupdate /force and press Enter to update the group policy, as
shown below:
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7. Check whether you can connect to your Windows CVM now.
If yes, the problem has been solved.
If no, proceed to “Step 3: configure local credentials”.

Step 3: configure local credentials
1. On the desktop, click

and navigate to Control Panel > Users Accounts > Credential Manager. Click

Windows Credentials to display Windows credentials, as shown below:
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2. Check whether the credential you used to log in to your Windows CVM exists.
If no, proceed to the next step to add Windows credentials.
If yes, proceed to "Step 4: turn off password protected sharing".
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3. Click Add a Windows credential to go to the Add a Windows Credential window, as shown below:

4. Enter the IP address, username, and password of the CVM instance and click OK.

：

Note

The IP address refers to the public IP address of your CVM instance. For more information, see Getting
Public IP Addresses.
The default username for a Windows instance is Administrator and the password is set when you
create the instance. If you’ve forgotten your password, you can reset the instance password.

5. Check whether you can connect to your Windows CVM now.
If yes, the problem has been solved.
If no, proceed to “Step 4: turn off password protected sharing”.

Step 4: turn off password protected sharing
1. On the desktop, click

and navigate to Control Panel > Network and Sharing Center > Advanced sharing

settings, as shown below:
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2. Expand the All Networks tab, select Turn off password protected sharing under Password protected
sharing, and click Save changes.
3. Check whether you can connect to your Windows CVM now.
If yes, the problem has been solved.
If no, please submit a ticket for assistance.
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Connection to a Windows CVM through
Remote Desktop was denied
：

Last updated 2022-04-06 20:30:25

Error Description
Case 1: When trying to connect to a Windows instance via Remote Desktop from Windows, the user sees an error
that says The connection was denied because the user account is not authorized for remote login.

Case 2: When trying to connect to a Windows instance via Windows Remote Desktop, the user sees an error that
says To sign in remotely, you need the right to sign in through Remote Desktop Services. By default,
members of the Remote Desktop Users group have this right. If the group you’re in doesn’t have the right,
or if the right has been removed from the Remote Desktop Users group, you need to be granted the right
manually.

Possible Reasons
The user is not allowed to log in to the Windows instance via Remote Desktop connections.

Solution
For Case 1, add the user account to the list of accounts that are permitted by the Windows instance to log in
through Remote Desktop Services. For detailed directions, see Allowing remote login.
For Case 2, remove the user account from the list of accounts that are denied by the Windows instance to log in
through Remote Desktop Services. For detailed directions, see Denying remote login.

Directions
Logging in to the CVM using VNC
1. Log in to the CVM console.
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2. On the instance management page, locate the target CVM instance and click Log In, as shown in the following
figure:

3. In the Log in to Windows Instance window that appears, select “Alternative login methods (VNC)”, click Log In
Now to log in to the CVM.
4. In the login window that appears, select Send CtrlAltDel in the upper-left corner, and press Ctrl-Alt-Delete to
open the system login window, as shown in the following figure:

Allowing remote login

：

Note

The following operations take Windows Server 2016 as an example.
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1. On the desktop, click

, enter gpedit.msc, and press Enter to open “Local Group Policy Editor”.

2. In the left navigation tree, choose Computer Configuration > Windows Settings > Security Settings > Local
Policies > User Rights Assignment, and right-click Allow log on through Remote Desktop Services.

3. In the “Allow log on through Remote Desktop Services Properties” window that appears, check whether the user
account you want to use for remote login is in the user list of “Allow log on through Remote Desktop Services”.
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If the user is not in the list, go to step 4.
If the user is in the list, please submit a ticket.
4. Click Add User or Group to go to the Select User or Group window.
5. Enter the account you want to use for remote login and click OK.
6. Click OK and close “Local Group Policy Editor”.
7. Restart the instance and try to connect to the Windows instance with the account through Remote Desktop again.

Denying remote login

：

Note

The following operations take Windows Server 2016 as an example.
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1. On the desktop, click

, enter gpedit.msc, and press Enter to open “Local Group Policy Editor”.

2. In the left navigation tree, choose Computer Configuration > Windows Settings > Security Settings > Local
Policies > User Rights Assignment, and double-click Deny log on through Remote Desktop Services as
shown below:

3. In the pop-up window, check whether the account you want to use for remote login is in the user list of "Deny log in
through Remote Desktop Services".
If the user is in the list, remove the user account from the list and restart the instance.
If the user is not in the list, please submit a ticket.
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Remote Login Failure Due To Port Issues
：

Last updated 2022-04-06 20:30:25
This article describes how to troubleshoot remote login failures caused by port problems.

The following uses a CVM instance running Windows Server 2012 as an example to describe the steps.

Tools
You can use the following tools to check if the login issues are related to ports and security group configurations:
Self-diagnosis
Security group (port) helper
If the problem is indeed a security group configuration problem, use Open all ports in the Security group (port) helper
to open related ports and try to log in again. If you still cannot log in after opening the ports, refer to the following for
troubleshooting.

Troubleshooting
Checking network connectivity
You can use the Ping command to test network connectivity from your PC. You should run the test from computers in
different network environments (such as different IP ranges or ISPs) to check whether it is a local network problem or
a server problem.
1. Open the command line tool on your local computer.
Windows: Click Start -> Run and enter cmd. A Command Prompt window appears.
MacOS: Open a Terminal window.
2. Run the following command to test network connection.
ping + CVM_Instance_public_IP_address

For example, ping 139.199.xxx.xxx .
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If you see results similar to what is shown in the following figure, your network connection to the CVM instance is
normal. In this case, check the remote desktop configuration.

If Request Timeout appears, your network connection to the CVM instance is not working properly. In this case,
refer to Instance IP Address Ping Failure for troubleshooting instructions.
3. Run the following command to check whether the remote port is open.
telnet CVM_instance_public_IP_address port_number

For example, telnet 139.199.xxx.xxx 3389 , as shown in the following figure:

If you see a black screen with only the cursor, that indicates the port (3389) is open. For the next step, check
whether remote desktop service is enabled on the instance.
If the connection fails, as shown in the following figure, that means a network exception occurred. Check the
corresponding part of the network.

Checking remote desktop configuration
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Logging in to the CVM instance using VNC

It is recommended that you use VNC to login only if the standard login methods fail.

1. Log in to the CVM Console.
2. Select the desired CVM and click Log In, as shown in the following figure:

3. The Log into Windows instance page appears. Select Alternative login methods (VNC) and click Log In
Now to log in to the CVM instance.
4. The log in page appears. Select Send Ctrl-Alt-Del in the top left corner and click Ctrl-Alt-Delete to enter the
system login interface, as shown in the following figure:

Checking if remote desktop is enabled on the CVM instance
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1. Log in to the CVM instance. Right click This Computer from the Desktop and select Properties to open the
System window.
2. In the System window, select Advanced System Configurations to open the System Properties window.
3. In the System Properties window, select the Remote tab. Check whether Allow remote connections to this
computer under Remote Desktop is selected, as shown in the following figure:

If it is selected, remote connection is enabled. Next, you should check whether remote access ports are open.
If it is cleared, select Allow remote connections to this computer and try to connect to the instance again.

Checking whether remote access ports are open
1. Log in to the CVM instance. Click

to open a Windows PowerShell window.

2. In the Windows PowerShell window, run the following command to check the status of remote desktop (by
default, the remote desktop uses port 3389).
netstat -ant | findstr 3389
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If you see results similar to what is shown in the following figure, the status is normal. You can try to restart remote
desktop and connect to the instance again to check whether the connection is successful.

If no connection is shown, remote desktop is not functioning properly. You can check whether the remote desktop
ports in registry are consistent.

Checking whether the remote desktop ports in registry are consistent

This section describes how to check the values of TCP PortNumber and RDP Tcp PortNumber. They must
be the same.

1. Log in to the CVM instance, click

, select

, and enter regedit. Press Enter to open the Registry Editor

window.
2. In the navigation pane on the left, expand the following directories: HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE -> SYSTEM ->
CurrentControlSet -> Control -> Terminal Server -> Wds -> rdpwd -> Tds -> tcp.
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3. Locate the PortNumber in tcp and record the port number (3389 by default), as shown in the following figure:

4. In the navigation pane on the left, expand the following directories: HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE -> SYSTEM ->
CurrentControlSet -> Control -> Terminal Server -> WinStations -> RDP-Tcp.
5. Locate PortNumber in RDP-Tcp and check whether the PortNumber value in RDP-Tcp is the same as the one in
tcp, as shown in the following figure:

If they are not the same, follow Step 6.
If they are the same, restart remote desktop.
6. Double click PortNumber in RDP-Tcp.
7. In the dialog box that appears, modify Value Data to an unoccupied port number between 0 - 65535. Ensure TCP
PortNumber and RDP Tcp PortNumber are the same, and click OK.
8. Restart the instance using the CVM Console, and try to remotely connect to the instance again to check whether
the connection is successful.
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Restarting remote desktop
1. Log in to the CVM instance. Click

and select

. Enter services.msc and press Enter to open the Services

window.
2. In the Services window, right-click Remote Desktop Services and select Restart to restart the remote desktop
service, as shown in the following figure:

If All Else Fails
If you are still unable to remotely log in after performing the above-mentioned steps, submit a ticket for further
assistance.
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Linux Instance Login Failures
Linux Instance Login Failures
：

Last updated 2022-07-07 11:27:10
This document describes possible causes of Linux instance login failures and troubleshooting methods, helping you
detect, locate and resolve problems.

Troubleshooting the Issue
Using the Diagnosis Tool
Tencent Cloud provides a diagnosis tool to help you determine whether the problem is due to common bandwidth,
firewall, or security group configurations issues. More than 70% of the problems can be located by this tool. You can
locate problems that result in login failures based on the detected causes.
1. Click Self-diagnose to open the self-diagnosis tool.
2. Select the target CVM instance as prompted and click Start Detection.

Using TAT to send commands
You can use TAT to send commands to an instance for troubleshooting and problem locating. The directions are as
follows:
1. Log in to the CVM console and click the target instance ID in the instance list.
2. On the instance details page, select the Run Commands tab and click Execute command.
3. In the Execute command pop-up window, select a command as needed. Click Execute command and view the
result.
For example, enter df -TH and click Execute command to view the result of an instance without logging in to
it.
For more information, see TencentCloud Automation Tools.

Note
If you cannot troubleshoot with the diagnosis tool, we recommend you log in to the CVM instance via VNC and
follow the instructions.
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Possible Cause
Common login failure reasons:
SSH key problems
Password issues
High bandwidth utilization
High server load
Improper security group rules

Troubleshooting
Logging in via VNC
If you cannot log in to the Linux instance by using Webshell or remote login software, you can try log in with VNC for
troubleshooting.
1. Log in to the CVM console.
2. On the Instances page, select the target instance and click Log in.

3. In the Standard Login | Linux Instance window that pops up, select Login via VNC.

Note
If you forgot the password for the instance, you can reset it in the console. For more information, see
Resetting Instance Password.

4. Enter the username and password to login.

Login failure due to SSH issue
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Problem: During login to a Linux instance using SSH, a message appears indicating that the connection is
unavailable or failed.
Steps: See Unable to Use the SSH Method to Log in to a Linux Instance to perform troubleshooting.

Login failure due to password issue
Problem: The login attempt failed because you forgot the password, entered an incorrect password, or failed to reset
your password.
Solution: Reset the password for this instance in the CVM console and restart the instance.
Procedure: See Resetting Instance Password for the detailed procedure.

High bandwidth utilization
Problem: The self-diagnosis tool shows that bandwidth utilization is too high.
Procedure:
1. Log in to the instance by using VNC login.
2. Check the bandwidth utilization of the instance and perform troubleshooting accordingly. For details, see Login
Failure Due to High Bandwidth Occupation.

High instance load
Problem: The self-diagnosis tool or Cloud Monitor shows that server CPU workload is too high, and the system is
unable to perform remote connection or access is slow.
Possible cause: Viruses, trojans, third-party antivirus software, application exceptions, driver exceptions, and
automatic updates of software on the backend may lead to high CPU utilization, causing CVM login failures or slow
access.
Procedure:
1. Log in to the instance by using VNC login.
2. In Task manager, find the process with a high load. For more information, see Failing to log in to a Linux CVM due
to high CPU and memory usage.

Improper security group rules
Problems: The self-diagnosis tool shows that the security group rule configuration is improper, leading to login
failures.
Procedure: Troubleshoot with the security group (port) verification tool.

If the problem is caused by a port issue of the security group, you can use the Open all ports feature to open all
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ports.

To define a custom rule for the security group, see Adding Security Group Rules.

Other Solutions
If you still cannot connect to the Linux instance, save your self-diagnosis results and submit a ticket for assistance.
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Unable to Log in to a Linux Instance via SSH
Key
：

Last updated 2022-07-01 11:07:47

：

Note

This document is a general instructional guide only for reference.
Perform the file operations with caution. You can create a snapshot or use other methods to back up data
when necessary.

Error Description
During login to a Linux instance using SSH key, a message indicating that the connection is unavailable or failed
appears.

Troubleshooting
Check below for the solutions for common SSH login errors.
Show All

SSH login error "User root not allowed because not listed in AllowUsers"

展开&收起
Problem
Login to a Linux instance via SSH key fails, and a message similar to the following appears in the secure log of
the client or server:
Permission denied, please try again.
User test from 192.X.X.1 not allowed because not listed in AllowUsers.
User test from 192.X.X.1 not allowed because listed in DenyUsers.
User root from 192.X.X.1 not allowed because a group is listed in DenyGroups.
User test from 192.X.X.1 not allowed because none of user's groups are listed in AllowGroups.
Cause
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The login is restricted by the user login control parameters.
AllowUsers: only users listed in this parameter are allowed to log in.
DenyUsers: users listed in this parameter are denied to log in.
AllowGroups: only user groups listed in this parameter are allowed to log in.
DenyGroups: user groups listed in this parameter are denied to log in.

Note
The Deny policy takes priority over the Allow policy.

Solutions
1. Open the SSH config file sshd_config as instructed in Steps
2. Delete the user login control parameters and restart the SSH service.
Steps
1. Log in to the Linux instance via VNC.
2. Run the following commands to open the sshd_config configuration file with VIM editor.
vim /etc/ssh/sshd_config
3. Press i to enter the edit mode. Locate and delete the following configurations, or add a pound sign ( # ) at the
beginning of each line to comment them out.
AllowUsers root test
DenyUsers test
DenyGroups test
AllowGroups root
4. Press Esc to exit the edit mode, and enter :wq to save the modification.
5. Run the following commands based on the operating system to restart the SSH service.
CentOS
systemctl restart sshd.service
Ubuntu
service sshd restart
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Then you can log in to the Linux CVM instance via SSH key normally.

SSH login error "Disconnected:No supported authentication methods available"

展开&收起
Problem
When logging in via SSH key, the following error message appears:
Permission denied (publickey,gssapi-keyex,gssapi-with-mic).
sshd[10826]: Connection closed by xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx.
Disconnected:No supported authentication methods available.

Cause
SSH service modifies the PasswordAuthentication parameter and disables the password login.
Solutions
1. Open the SSH config file sshd_config as instructed in Steps
2. Modify the PasswordAuthentication parameter and restart the SSH service.
Steps
1. Log in to the Linux instance via VNC.
2. Run the following commands to open the sshd_config configuration file with VIM editor.
vim /etc/ssh/sshd_config
3. Press i to enter the edit mode and change PasswordAuthentication no to PasswordAuthentication
yes .
4. Press Esc to exit the edit mode, and enter :wq to save the modification.
5. Run the following commands based on the operating system to restart the SSH service.
CentOS
systemctl restart sshd.service
Ubuntu
service sshd restart
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Then you can log in to the Linux CVM instance via SSH key normally.

SSH login error "ssh_exchange_identification: read: Connection reset by peer"

展开&收起
Problem
When logging in via SSH key, the error message "ssh_exchange_identification: read: Connection reset by peer" or as
shown below appears:
"ssh_exchange_identification: Connection closed by remote host"
"kex_exchange_identification: read: Connection reset by peer"
"kex_exchange_identification: Connection closed by remote host"
Cause
The common causes are as follows:
The connection is blocked by the local access control policy.
The firewall rules are modified by anti-intrusion software, such as Fail2ban, denyhost, etc.
Reaches the maximum number of connections configured in sshd
Local network problem
Solutions
Check the access policy, firewall rules, sshd configuration, and network environment as instructed in Steps
Steps
Checking and modifying the access policy settings
In Linux, the allowed and denied access policy are respectively set in the /etc/hosts.allow and
/etc/hosts.deny files. You can set the trusted hosts in the hosts.allow file, and deny all other hosts in the
hosts.deny file. The Deny policy can be set as follows:

in.sshd:ALL # Deny all SSH connections
in.sshd:218.64.87.0/255.255.255.128 # Deny SSH connections ranging from 218.64.8
7.0 to -127.
ALL:ALL # Deny all TCP connections
Log in to the Linux instance via VNC and check the /etc/hosts.deny and /etc/hosts.allow files:
Correct the configurations if needed. The modification takes effect immediately.
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If the configuration is correct, proceed to the next step.

Note
If no access policy is configured, both files will be empty by default and all connections are allowed.

Checking the iptables firewall rules
Check whether the iptables firewall rules are modified, for example, by the anti-intrusion software (such as Fail2ban,
denyhost, etc.). Run the following command to check whether the firewall denies SSH connections.
sudo iptables -L --line-number
If yes, please modify the allowlist settings.
If no, proceed to the next step.
Checking and modifying the sshd configuration
1. Run the following command to open the sshd_config configuration file with VIM editor.
vim /etc/ssh/sshd_config
2. Check the MaxStartups value, which specifies the maximum number of connections allowed. If many
connections are required to establish in a short period, adjust the value as needed.
Follow the steps below to modify the value:
i. Press i to enter the edit mode. After the modification is complete, press Esc to exit the edit mode and enter :wq
to save the modification.

Note
This parameter specifies the maximum number of unauthenticated concurrent connections the SSH
daemon allows. The default value is MaxStartups 10:30:100 , which means to allow the first ten
unauthenticated connections, refuse connection attempts with a probability of 30%, and reject all new
connections when there are 100 connections.

ii. Run the following command to restart the sshd service.
service sshd restart
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If no modification is required, proceed to the next step.
Testing the network environment
1. Check whether a private IP is used for login.
If yes, use a public IP and try again.
If not, proceed to the next step.
2. Test the connection by using other network environments.
If the connection is normal, restart the instance and log in to it via VNC.
If there is a connection error, solve it according to the test result.
If the SSH login error persists, it may be caused by kernel exceptions or other unknown reasons. In this case, please
submit a ticket.

SSH login error "Permission denied, please try again"

展开&收起
Problem
When the root user logs in to a Linux instance via SSH key, the "Permission denied, please try again" error message
appears.
Cause
This is because that the SELinux service is enabled, or the SSH service modifies the PermitRootLogin
configuration.
Solutions
Check the configuration of SELinux service and the PermitRootLogin parameter in sshd_config as
instructed in Steps.
Steps
Checking and disabling the SELinux service
1. Log in to the Linux instance via VNC.
2. Run the following command to check the current SELinux service status.
/usr/sbin/sestatus -v
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If enabled as shown below is returned, the service is enabled. The disabled response indicates that the
service is disabled.
SELinux status: enabled
3. Disable the SELinux service temporarily or permanently as needed.
Disable the SELinux service temporarily
Perform the following command to temporarily disable the SELinux service. The change takes effect immediately
without needing to restart the system or instance.
setenforce 0
Disable the SELinux service permanently
Run the following command to disable the SELinux service.
sed -i 's/SELINUX=enforcing/SELINUX=disabled/' /etc/selinux/config

Note
This command is only applicable to the SELinux service in the enforcing status.
After running the command, restart the system or instance for the modification to take effect.

Checking and modifying the sshd configuration
1. Log in to the Linux instance via VNC.
2. Run the following commands to open the sshd_config configuration file with VIM editor.
vim /etc/ssh/sshd_config
3. Press i to enter the edit mode and change PermitRootLogin no to PermitRootLogin yes .
>?
>- If this parameter is not configured in sshd_config , the root user is allowed to log in by default.
>- This parameter only affects the SSH key login of the root user, who can log in to the instance normally using
other methods.
>
4. Press Esc to exit the edit mode, and enter :wq to save the modification.
5. Run the following command to restart the SSH service.
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service sshd restart

Then you can log in to the Linux CVM instance via SSH key normally.

SSH login error "Too many authentication failures for root"

展开&收起
Problem
The error message "Too many authentication failures for root" is returned and the connection is interrupted after many
failed attempts to enter the password to login via SSH key.
Cause
I was requested to reset the SSH service password after consecutive failed password entry.
Solutions
1. Open the SSH config file sshd_config as instructed in Steps
2. Check and modify the MaxAuthTries parameter for the password reset policy, and restart the SSH service.
Steps
1. Log in to the Linux instance via VNC.
2. Run the following commands to open the sshd_config configuration file with VIM editor.
vim /etc/ssh/sshd_config
3. Check for the configuration similar to what is shown below.
MaxAuthTries 5

Note
This parameter is not enabled by default. It specifies the number of consecutive incorrect password
attempts for each SSH key login, and displays the error message. However, the account will not be
locked, which can be used for another SSH key login.
Determine whether a modification is required. If so, we recommend you back up the sshd_config
configuration file.
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4. Press i to enter the edit mode, and modify the following configuration or add a pound sign ( # ) at the beginning of
the line to comment it out.
MaxAuthTries <number of incorrect password attempts allowed>
5. Press Esc to exit the edit mode, and enter :wq to save the modification.
6. Run the following command to restart the SSH service.
service sshd restart

Then you can log in to the Linux CVM instance via SSH key normally.

SSH startup error "error while loading shared libraries"

展开&收起
Problem
When the SSH service is started in a Linux instance, an error message similar to the following is displayed in the
secure log or directly returned:
"error while loading shared libraries: libcrypto.so.10: cannot open shared object file: No such file or directory"
"PAM unable to dlopen(/usr/lib64/security/pam_tally.so): /usr/lib64/security/pam_tally.so: cannot open shared
object file: No such file or directory"
Cause
This is because that the relevant system library files the SSH service depends on are lost or have an exception, such
as the permission configuration exception.
Solutions
Check and fix the system library files as instructed in Steps.
Steps

Note
The following example guides you through resolving a libcrypto.so.10 library file exception.

Obtaining the library file
1. Log in to the Linux instance via VNC.
2. Run the following command to view the libcrypto.so.10 library file information.
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ll /usr/lib64/libcrypto.so.10

The information similar to what is shown below is returned, indicating that /usr/lib64/libcrypto.so.10 is
the soft link of the libcrypto.so.1.0.2k library file.
lrwxrwxrwx 1 root root 19 Jan 19 2021 /usr/lib64/libcrypto.so.10 -> libcrypto.s
o.1.0.2k
3. Run the following command to view the libcrypto.so.1.0.2k library file information.
ll /usr/lib64/libcrypto.so.1.0.2k

Information similar to the following is returned:
-rwxr-xr-x 1 root root 2520768 Dec 17 2020 /usr/lib64/libcrypto.so.1.0.2k
4. Note down the path, permission, group and other information of a normal library file, and try the following.
Find and replace the library file
Upload an external file
Recover with snapshots
Finding and replacing the library file
1. Run the following command to find the libcrypto.so.1.0.2k file.
find / -name libcrypto.so.1.0.2k
2. Run the following command to copy the library file to a normal directory.
cp <absolute path of the library file obtained in the step 1> /usr/lib64/libcry
pto.so.1.0.2k
3. Run the following commands to modify the file permission, owner, and group.
chmod 755 /usr/lib64/libcrypto.so.1.0.2k

chown root:root /usr/lib64/libcrypto.so.1.0.2k
4. Run the following commands to create a soft link.
ln -s /usr/lib64/libcrypto.so.1.0.2k /usr/lib64/libcrypto.so.10
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5. Run the following command to start the SSH service.
service sshd start

Uploading an external file
1. Upload the libcrypto.so.1.0.2k library file of a normal CVM to the \tmp directory of the target CVM
using FTP.

Note
\tmp is used in this example. You can replace with the actual directory.

2. Run the following command to copy the library file to a normal directory.
cp /tmp/libcrypto.so.1.0.2k /usr/lib64/libcrypto.so.1.0.2k
3. Run the following commands to modify the file permission, owner, and group.
chmod 755 /usr/lib64/libcrypto.so.1.0.2k

chown root:root /usr/lib64/libcrypto.so.1.0.2k
4. Run the following commands to create a soft link.
ln -s /usr/lib64/libcrypto.so.1.0.2k /usr/lib64/libcrypto.so.10
5. Run the following command to start the SSH service.
service sshd start

Recovering with snapshot
You can roll back the system disk snapshot of the instance to recover the library file. For more information, please see
Rolling Back Snapshots.

Note
Note that snapshot rollback will cause loss of data stored after the snapshot creation.
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We recommend you roll back to snapshots one by one from the latest to the earliest till the SSH service
resumes. If the SSH service still cannot run properly after the rollback, the system at that point in time has
been abnormal.

SSH service startup error "fatal: Cannot bind any address"

展开&收起
Problem
When the SSH service is started in a Linux instance, an error message similar to the following is directly returned or
appears in the secure log:

FAILED.
fatal: Cannot bind any address.
address family must be specified before ListenAddress.

Cause
Incorrect configuration of AddressFamily . This parameter specifies the protocol suite used at runtime. If only
IPv6 is configured here, but the IPv6 is not enabled or invalidly configured in the system, this problem may occur.
Solutions
1. Open the SSH config file sshd_config as instructed in Steps
2. Modify the AddressFamily parameter and restart the SSH service.
Steps
1. Log in to the Linux instance via VNC.
2. Run the following commands to open the sshd_config configuration file with VIM editor.
vim /etc/ssh/sshd_config
3. Check for the configuration similar to what is shown below.
AddressFamily inet6
The common parameters are described as follows:
inet: IPv4 protocol suite, the default value
inet6: IPv6 protocol suite
any: both IPv4 and IPv6 protocol suites
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4. Press i to enter the edit mode, and modify the configuration as follows or add a pound sign ( # ) at the beginning
of the line to comment it out.
AddressFamily inet

Note
The AddressFamily parameter takes effect only after being configured before ListenAddress .

5. Press Esc to exit the edit mode, and enter :wq to save the modification.
6. Run the following command to restart the SSH service.
service sshd restart
Then you can log in to the Linux CVM instance via SSH key normally.

SSH service startup error "Bad configuration options"

展开&收起
Problem
When the SSH service is started in a Linux instance, an error message similar to the following is directly returned or
appears in the secure log:

/etc/ssh/sshd_config: line 2: Bad configuration options:\\
/etc/ssh/sshd_config: terminating, 1 bad configuration options

Cause
This is caused by the incorrect encoding or configuration of the configuration file.
Solutions
Fix the sshd_config configuration file as instructed below.
Modifying the configuration file according to the error message
Uploading an external file
Reinstalling the SSH service
Using the snapshot rollback for recovery
Steps
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Modifying the configuration file according to the error message
If the error message tells the incorrect configuration, modify /etc/ssh/sshd_config with VIM editor by
referring to the correct configuration file of another instance.
Uploading an external file
1. Upload the /etc/ssh/sshd_config library file of a normal CVM to the \tmp directory of the target CVM
using FTP.

Note
\tmp is used in this example. You can replace with the actual directory.

2. Run the following command to copy the library file to a normal directory.
cp /tmp/sshd_config /etc/ssh/sshd_config
3. Run the following commands to modify the file permission, owner, and group.
chmod 600 /etc/ssh/sshd_config

chown root:root /etc/ssh/sshd_config
4. Run the following command to start the SSH service.
service sshd start

Reinstalling the SSH service
1. Log in to the Linux instance via VNC.
2. Run the following command to uninstall the SSH service.
rpm -e openssh-server
3. Run the following command to install the SSH service.
yum install openssh-server
4. Run the following command to start the SSH service.
service sshd start

Recovering with snapshot
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You can roll back the system disk snapshot of the instance to recover the library file. For more information, please see
Rolling Back Snapshots.

Note
Note that snapshot rollback will cause loss of data stored after the snapshot creation.
We recommend you roll back to snapshots one by one from the latest to the earliest till the SSH service
resumes. If the SSH service still cannot run properly after the rollback, the system at that point in time has
been abnormal.

Enabling UseDNS for SSH led to slow login or data transfer via SSH key

展开&收起
Problem
Login or data transfer via SSH key over the private network in a Linux instance is slow, and after switch to the private
network, the problem persists.
Cause
This may be because that the UseDNS feature of the SSH service is enabled. This feature is a security enhancement,
which is not enabled by default. After it is enabled, the server will first perform a reverse DNS PTR record query based
on the client IP to get the client's host name, then perform a forward DNS A record query based on the client's host
name, and finally compare whether the obtained IP is the same as the original IP so as to prevent client frauds.
In general, the client uses a dynamic IP, and there is no corresponding PTR record; therefore, after this feature is
enabled, no comparison can be made, and the relevant query operations increase the delay, eventually leading to
slow client connection.
Solutions
1. Open the SSH config file sshd_config as instructed in Steps
2. Check and modify the UseDNS configuration and restart the SSH service.
Steps
1. Log in to the Linux instance via VNC.
2. Run the following commands to open the sshd_config configuration file with VIM editor.
vim /etc/ssh/sshd_config
3. Check for the following configuration:
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UseDNS yes
4. Press i to enter the edit mode, and delete the configuration or add a pound sign ( # ) at the beginning of the line to
comment it out.
5. Run the following command to restart the SSH service.
service sshd restart
Then you can log in to the Linux CVM instance via SSH key normally.

SSH login error "No supported key exchange algorithms"

展开&收起
Problem
Login to a Linux instance via SSH key fails, and an error message similar to the following may appear in the
secure log of the client or server:
Read from socket failed: Connection reset by peer.
Connection closed by 192.X.X.1.
sshd error: could not load host key.
fatal: No supported key exchange algorithms [preauth].
DSA host key for 192.X.X.1 has changed and you have requested strict checking.
Host key verification failed.
ssh_exchange_identification: read: Connection reset by peer.
Cause
Usually, this is because that the relevant key file of the SSH service is exceptional, so the sshd daemon cannot load
the correct SSH host key. Common causes include the following:
The relevant key file is exceptional; for example, the file is corrupted, deleted, or tampered with.
The permission configuration of the relevant key file is exceptional, so it cannot be read correctly.
Solutions
Check and modify the configuration as instructed below.
Checking and modifying file permission
Checking and modifying file validity
Steps
Checking and modifying file permission
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The SSH service will check the permission of the relevant key file. For example, the default permission of a private key
file is 600 , and if other permissions such as 777 are configured, then other users also have permissions to read
or modify the file. In this case, the SSH service will deem that the configuration involves security risks, which causes
client connection failures. The troubleshooting process is as follows:
1. Log in to the Linux instance via VNC.
2. Run the following commands to restore the default permission of the relevant file.
cd /etc/ssh/

chmod 600 ssh_host_*

chmod 644 *.pub

3. Run the ll command to view the file permission. If the following result is returned, the file permission is normal.

total 156
-rw-------. 1 root root 125811 Nov 23 2013 moduli
-rw-r--r--. 1 root root 2047 Nov 23 2013 ssh_config
-rw------- 1 root root 3639 May 16 11:43 sshd_config
-rw------- 1 root root 668 May 20 23:31 ssh_host_dsa_key
-rw-r--r-- 1 root root 590 May 20 23:31 ssh_host_dsa_key.pub
-rw------- 1 root root 963 May 20 23:31 ssh_host_key
-rw-r--r-- 1 root root 627 May 20 23:31 ssh_host_key.pub
-rw------- 1 root root 1675 May 20 23:31 ssh_host_rsa_key
-rw-r--r-- 1 root root 382 May 20 23:31 ssh_host_rsa_key.pub

Checking and modifying file validity
4. The SSH service will automatically rebuild a lost key file upon start. Run the following commands to check for the
ssh_host_* file.

cd /etc/ssh/

ll
If the following result is returned, the ssh_host_* file exists.
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total 156
-rw-------. 1 root root 125811 Nov 23 2013 moduli
-rw-r--r--. 1 root root 2047 Nov 23 2013 ssh_config
-rw------- 1 root root 3639 May 16 11:43 sshd_config
-rw------- 1 root root 672 May 20 23:08 ssh_host_dsa_key
-rw-r--r-- 1 root root 590 May 20 23:08 ssh_host_dsa_key.pub
-rw------- 1 root root 963 May 20 23:08 ssh_host_key
-rw-r--r-- 1 root root 627 May 20 23:08 ssh_host_key.pub
-rw------- 1 root root 1675 May 20 23:08 ssh_host_rsa_key
-rw-r--r-- 1 root root 382 May 20 23:08 ssh_host_rsa_key.pub

5. Run the following command to delete the relevant file.
rm -rf ssh_host_*
On Ubuntu or Debian, run the following command to delete the relevant file.
sudo rm -r /etc/ssh/ssh*key

6. Run the ll command to check whether the file has been deleted successfully. If the following result is returned,
it has been deleted successfully.
total 132
-rw-------. 1 root root 125811 Nov 23 2013 moduli
-rw-r--r--. 1 root root 2047 Nov 23 2013 ssh_config
-rw------- 1 root root 3639 May 16 11:43 sshd_config

7. Run the following command to restart the SSH service, and the relevant file will be generated automatically.
service sshd restart
On Ubuntu or Debian, run the following command to restart the SSH service.
sudo dpkg-reconfigure openssh-server

8. Run the ll command to check whether the ssh_host_* file has been generated successfully. If the
following result is returned, it has been generated successfully.
total 156
-rw-------. 1 root root 125811 Nov 23 2013 moduli
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-rw-r--r--. 1 root root 2047 Nov 23 2013 ssh_config
-rw------- 1 root root 3639 May 16 11:43 sshd_config
-rw------- 1 root root 668 May 20 23:16 ssh_host_dsa_key
-rw-r--r-- 1 root root 590 May 20 23:16 ssh_host_dsa_key.pub
-rw------- 1 root root 963 May 20 23:16 ssh_host_key
-rw-r--r-- 1 root root 627 May 20 23:16 ssh_host_key.pub
-rw------- 1 root root 1671 May 20 23:16 ssh_host_rsa_key
-rw-r--r-- 1 root root 382 May 20 23:16 ssh_host_rsa_key.pub
Log in to the instance via SSH key. For more information, please see Logging into Linux Instance via SSH Key.

SSH service startup error "must be owned by root and not group or word-writable"

展开&收起
Problem
When the SSH service is started on a Linux instance, the "must be owned by root and not group or word-writable"
error message is returned.
Cause
Usually, this is because that the relevant permission or grouping of the SSH service is exceptional. For security
reasons, the service has certain requirements for the permission configuration and grouping of directories or files.
Solutions
Check and modify the incorrect configuration as instructed below.
Checking and repairing the configuration of /var/empty/sshd directory
Checking and repairing the configuration of /etc/securetty file
Steps

Note
This document uses CentOS 7.6 as an example. Please proceed based on the actual business conditions.

Checking and repairing the configuration of /var/empty/sshd directory
1. Log in to the Linux instance via VNC.
2. Run the following command to view the permission configuration of the /var/empty/sshd directory.
ll -d /var/empty/sshd/
The following is the default permission configuration.
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drwx--x--x. 2 root root 4096 Aug 9 2019 /var/empty/sshd/
3. Compare the returned result with the default permission configuration, and if they are different, run the following
command to restore the default configuration.

Note
The /var/empty/sshd directory has the permission 711 and is a root user in the root group by
default.

chown -R root:root /var/empty/sshd

chmod -R 711 /var/empty/sshd
4. Run the following command to restart the SSH service.
systemctl restart sshd.service

Checking and repairing the configuration of /etc/securetty file
1. Run the following command to view the permission configuration of the /etc/securetty file.
ll /etc/securetty
The following is the default permission configuration.
-rw-------. 1 root root 255 Aug 5 2020 /etc/securetty
2. Compare the returned result with the default permission configuration, and if they are different, run the following
command to restore the default configuration.

Note
The /etc/securetty file has the permission 600 and is a root user in the root group by default.

chown root:root /etc/securetty

chmod 600 /etc/securetty
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3. Run the following command to restart the SSH service.
systemctl restart sshd.service
Log in to the instance via SSH key. For more information, please see Logging into Linux Instance via SSH Key.

SSH login error "Host key verification failed"

展开&收起
Problem
Login to a Linux instance via SSH key fails, and the following error message appears:
@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@
@ WARNING: REMOTE HOST IDENTIFICATION HAS CHANGED! @
@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@
IT IS POSSIBLE THAT SOMEONE IS DOING SOMETHING NASTY!
Someone could be eavesdropping on you right now (man-in-the-middle attack)!
It is also possible that the RSA host key has just been changed.
The fingerprint for the RSA key sent by the remote host is
ae:6e:68:4c:97:a6:91:81:11:38:8d:64:ff:92:13:50.
Please contact your system administrator.
Add correct host key in /root/.ssh/known_hosts to get rid of this message.
Offending key in /root/.ssh/known_hosts:70
RSA host key for x.x.x.x has changed and you have requested strict checking.
Host key verification failed.

If the client runs on Windows, the following error message will usually appear during an SSH client connection:
The host key of `X.X.X.X` (port: XX) is not the same as the one saved in the host
key database. The host key has been changed or someone is attempting to eavesdrop
this connection. If you are not sure, we recommend you cancel this connection.

Cause
After the Linux instance is reinstalled, changes in the account information lead to the change in the SSH public key, so
the public key fingerprint saved on the client is not the same as that saved on the server, resulting in SSH
authentication failure and denied login.
Solutions
Fix the problem as instructed below based on the operating system of the client.
Windows client
Linux client
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Steps
Windows client

Note
This document uses PuTTY as an SSH client example. Please proceed based on the actual conditions.

1. Start PuTTY.
2. On the login page, select a session and click Delete to delete it as shown below:

3. Log in to the instance with the username and password again as instructed in Logging in to Linux Instances via
Remote Login Tools. After confirming that the new public key fingerprint is saved, you can log in successfully.
Linux client

Note
This document uses CentOS 6.5 as an operating system example of the Linux instance. As the steps may vary
by operating system, please proceed based on the actual conditions.
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1. Log in to the Linux instance via VNC.
2. Run the following command to open the known_hosts file of the corresponding account.
vi ~/.ssh/known_hosts
3. Press i to enter the edit mode and delete the entry of the Linux instance IP similar to the following:
1.14.xxx.xx
skowcenw96a/pxka32sa....
dsaprgpck2wa22mvi332ueddw...
4. Press Esc and enter :wq to save and close the file.
5. Reconnect to the Linux instance as instructed in Logging into Linux Instance via SSH Key. After confirming that the
new public key fingerprint is saved, you can log in successfully.

SSH login error "pam_listfile(sshd:auth): Refused user root for service sshd"

展开&收起
Problem
Login to a Linux instance via SSH key fails with the correct password entered. When this problem occurs, login in the
console and via SSH key may both fail, or only one of them can succeed. An error message similar to the following
appears in the secure log:
sshd[1199]: pam_listfile(sshd:auth): Refused user root for service sshd
sshd[1199]: Failed password for root from 192.X.X.1 port 22 ssh2
sshd[1204]: Connection closed by 192.X.X.2
Cause
The relevant access control policy of the PAM module (pam_listfile.so) causes the user login to fail.
Overview of PAM module
Pluggable Authentication Module (PAM) is an authentication mechanism proposed by Sun. It provides some dynamic
link libraries and a set of unified APIs to separate a system service from its authentication method. This allows the
system admin to flexibly configure different authentication methods for different services as needed without modifying
service programs and add new authentication methods to the system easily.
Each application with the PAM module enabled has a configuration file named after it in the /etc/pam.d directory;
for example, the configuration file of the login command is /etc/pam.d/login , where you can configure
specific policies.
Solutions
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Check and repair the PAM module as instructed in Steps.
Steps

Note
The steps in this document are for CentOS 6.5 as an example. As the steps may vary by operating system,
please proceed based on the actual conditions.

1. Log in to the Linux instance via VNC.
2. Use the cat command to view the corresponding PAM configuration file as described below:
File

Feature Description

/etc/pam.d/login

Configuration file of the console (VNC)

/etc/pam.d/sshd

Configuration file of SSH login

/etc/pam.d/system-auth

Global configuration file of the system

3. Check for the configuration similar to what is shown below.
auth required pam_listfile.so item=user sense=allow file=/etc/ssh/whitelist one
rr=fail
Description:
item: set the object type for access control. Valid values: tty, user, rhost, ruser, group, shell.
sense: find the control method that meets the conditions in the configuration file. Valid values: allow (allowlist), deny
(blocklist).
file: specify the full path name of the configuration file.
onerr: define the default value to be returned when an error occurs; for example, the configuration file cannot be
opened.
4. Use Vim to delete the policy configuration or add a pound sign ( # ) at the beginning of the line to comment it out.

Note
The relevant policy configuration can improve the server security. We recommend you back up the
configuration before modifying it as needed.
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# auth required pam_listfile.so item=user sense=allow file=/etc/ssh/whitelist o
nerr=fail
5. Log in to the instance via SSH key. For more information, please see Logging into Linux Instance via SSH Key.

SSH login error "requirement "uid >= 1000" not met by user "root""

展开&收起
Problem
Login to a Linux instance via SSH key fails with the correct username and password entered. When this problem
occurs, login in the console and via SSH key may both fail, or only one of them can succeed. An error message similar
to the following appears in the secure log:

pam_succeed_if(sshd:auth): requirement "uid >= 1000" not met by user "root".

Cause
The policy configuration of the PAM module bans users with a UID of below 1000 from logging in.
Solutions
Check and repair the PAM module as instructed in Steps.
Steps

Note
The steps in this document are for CentOS 6.5 as an example. As the steps may vary by operating system,
please proceed based on the actual conditions.

1. Log in to the Linux instance via VNC.
2. Use the cat command to view the corresponding PAM configuration file as described below:
File

Feature Description

/etc/pam.d/login

Configuration file of the console (VNC)

/etc/pam.d/sshd

Configuration file of SSH login

/etc/pam.d/system-auth

Global configuration file of the system
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3. Check for the configuration similar to what is shown below.
auth required pam_succeed_if.so uid >= 1000
4. Use Vim to modify or delete the policy configuration or add a pound sign ( # ) at the beginning of the line to
comment it out. We recommend you back up the configuration before modifying it as needed.
auth required pam_succeed_if.so uid <= 1000 # Modify the policy
# auth required pam_succeed_if.so uid >= 1000 # Comment out the relevant config
uration
5. Log in to the instance via SSH key. For more information, please see Logging into Linux Instance via SSH Key.

SSH login error "Maximum amount of failed attempts was reached"

展开&收起
Problem
During login to a Linux instance via SSH key, the "Maximum amount of failed attempts was reached" error message
appears.
Cause
Entering incorrect passwords several consecutive times triggered the policy restriction of the PAM module, causing
the user account to be locked.
Solutions
Please proceed based on the actual conditions as instructed below:
Root user not locked
Root user locked
Steps

Note
The steps in this document are for CentOS 7.6 and 6.5 as an example. As the steps may vary by operating
system, please proceed based on the actual conditions.

Root user not locked
1. Log in to the instance as the root user. For more information, please see Logging into Linux Instances via VNC.
2. Run the following command to view the global PAM configuration file of the system.
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cat /etc/pam.d/system-auth
3. Run the following command to view the PAM configuration file of the local terminal.
cat /etc/pam.d/login
4. Run the following command to view the PAM configuration file of the SSH service.
cat /etc/pam.d/sshd
5. Use Vim to modify or delete the configuration in the above configuration files or add a pound sign ( # ) at the
beginning of the line to comment it out. This document uses commenting the configuration out as an example. After
the modification, the relevant configuration is as shown below:
#auth required pam_tally2.so deny=3 unlock_time=5
#auth required pam_tally.so onerr=fail no_magic_root
#auth requeired pam_tally2.so deny=5 lock_time=30 unlock_time=10 even_deny_root
root_unlock_time=10
Description:
The pam_tally2 module is used here; if it is not supported, use the pam_tally module. The settings may
vary by PAM version. For more information on how to use a specific module, please see the corresponding rules.
Both the pam_tally2 and pam_tally modules can be used for account lockout policy control. They differ
in that the former has the automatic unlock time feature.
even_deny_root indicates to restrict the root user.
deny indicates to set the maximum number of consecutive incorrect login attempts for general users and root
users. After it is exceeded, the user will be locked.
unlock_time indicates to unlock general users after they are locked for a specified period of time in seconds.
root_unlock_time indicates to unlock root users after they are locked for a specified period of time in
seconds.
6. Log in to the instance via SSH key. For more information, please see Logging into Linux Instance via SSH Key.
Root user locked
1. Enter the single user mode and log in to the instance. For detailed directions, please see Booting into Linux Single
User Mode.
2. Run the following commands to manually unlock the root user.
pam_tally2 -u root # View the number of consecutive incorrect password attempts
made by the root user
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pam_tally2 -u root -r # Clear the number of consecutive incorrect password atte
mpts made by the root user

authconfig --disableldap --update # Update the PAM authentication record
3. Restart the instance.
4. Comment out, modify, or update the corresponding PAM configuration file as instructed in Root user not locked.
5. Log in to the instance via SSH key. For more information, please see Logging into Linux Instance via SSH Key.

SSH login error "login: Module is unknown"

展开&收起
Problem
Login to a Linux instance via SSH key fails, and a message similar to the following is displayed in the secure log:

login: Module is unknown.
login: PAM unable to dlopen(/lib/security/pam_limits.so): /lib/security/pam_limit
s.so: cannot open shared object file: No such file or directory.

Cause
Each application with the PAM module enabled has a configuration file named after it in the /etc/pam.d directory;
for example, the configuration file of the login command is /etc/pam.d/login , where you can configure
specific policies as shown below:
File

Feature Description

/etc/pam.d/login

Configuration file of the console (VNC)

/etc/pam.d/sshd

Configuration file of SSH login

/etc/pam.d/system-auth

Global configuration file of the system

During remote login, certain applications with PAM enabled may fail to load the module, causing the login method with
the corresponding policy configured to fail.
Solutions
Check and repair the configuration file as instructed in Steps.
Steps
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Note
This document discusses the /etc/pam.d/sshd and /etc/pam.d/system-auth files. If
/etc/pam.d/login is exceptional, please submit a ticket for assistance.

1. Log in to the Linux instance via VNC.
2. Run the following command to view the PAM configuration file.
cat [absolute path of the corresponding PAM configuration file]
Check for the configuration similar to what is shown below. The file path is /lib/security/pam_limits.so .
session required pam_limits.so
3. Run the following command to check whether the /lib/security/pam_limits.so path is incorrect.
ll /lib/security/pam_limits.so

If yes, use Vim to edit the PAM configuration file and repair the path of the pam_limits.so module. The
correct path should be /lib64/security on a 64-bit Linux instance. The modified configuration information
should be as shown below:
session required /lib64/security/pam_limits.so
If no, please submit a ticket for assistance.
4. Log in to the instance via SSH key. For more information, please see Logging into Linux Instance via SSH Key.

SSH service exception error due to virus "fatal: mm_request_send: write: Broken pipe"

展开&收起
Problem
The "fatal: mm_request_send: write: Broken pipe" error message is displayed due to an SSH service exception
caused by a virus.
Cause
This may be because that viruses such as udev-fall affect the normal execution of the SSH service.
Solutions
Fix the virus issue based on actual conditions as instructed below.
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Temporary solution
Reliable solution
Steps
Temporary solution
This document uses the udev-fall virus as an example. You can temporarily make the SSH service work normally as
instructed below.
1. Log in to the Linux instance via VNC.
2. Run the following command to view the process information of the udev-fall virus and record the process ID.
ps aux | grep udev-fall
3. Run the following command to end the process.
kill -9 [virus process ID]
4. Run the following command to ban udev-fall from automatically starting.
chkconfig udev-fall off
5. Run the following command to delete all the instructions and startup configuration related to udev-fall.
for i in ` find / -name "udev-fall"`;
do echo '' > $i && rm -rf $i;
done
6. Run the following command to restart the SSH service.
systemctl restart sshd.service

Reliable solution
As it is unclear whether the virus or intruder has made other changes to the system or hides other virus files, to ensure
the long-term stable operations of the server, we recommend you restore the server to its normal state by rolling back
the system disk snapshot of the instance. For more information, please see Rolling Back Snapshots.

Note
Note that snapshot rollback will cause loss of data stored after the snapshot creation.
We recommend you roll back to snapshots one by one from the latest to the earliest till the SSH service
resumes. If the SSH service still cannot run properly after the rollback, the system at that point in time has
been abnormal.
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SSH service start error "main process exited, code=exited"

展开&收起
Problem
When the SSH service is started by the service or systemctl command on a Linux instance, the command
line does not return any error message, but the service cannot run properly, and an error message similar to the
following is displayed in the secure log:

sshd.service: main process exited, code=exited, status=203/EXEC.
init: ssh main process (1843) terminated with status 255.

Cause
Usually, this is because that configuration of the PATH environment variable is exceptional or the relevant files of the
SSH software package are removed.
Solutions
Check and repair the PATH environment variable or reinstall the SSH software package as instructed in Steps.
Steps

Note
The steps in this document are for CentOS 6.5 as an example. As the steps may vary by operating system,
please proceed based on the actual conditions.

1. Log in to the Linux instance via VNC.
2. Run the following command to check the environment variable configuration.
echo $PATH
3. Compare the returned value of the PATH environment variable with its default value as shown below:
/usr/local/sbin:/usr/local/bin:/sbin:/bin:/usr/sbin:/usr/bin:/root/bin
If the returned value of the PATH environment variable is not the same as the default value, you need to run the
following command to reset it.
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export PATH=/usr/local/sbin:/usr/local/bin:/sbin:/bin:/usr/sbin:/usr/bin:/root/
bin
4. Run the following command to find and confirm the path of the sshd program.
find / -name sshd

If the following result is returned, the sshd program files already exist.
/usr/sbin/sshd
If the corresponding files do not exist, please reinstall the SSH software package.
5. Run the following command to restart the SSH service.
service sshd restart
Log in to the instance via SSH key. For more information, please see Logging into Linux Instance via SSH Key.

SSH login error "pam_limits(sshd:session): could not sent limit for 'nofile'"

展开&收起
Problem
During login to a Linux instance via SSH key, the following error message is returned:
-bash: fork: retry: Resource temporarily unavailable.
pam_limits(sshd:session): could not sent limit for 'nofile':operaton not permitte
d.
Permission denied.

Cause
Usually, this is because that the number of currently opened shell processes or files exceeds the ulimit system
environment limit of the server.
Solutions
Modify the limits.conf file to permanently change the ulimit system environment limit based on the operating
system version as instructed in Steps.
Steps
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Note
Since CentOS 6, the X-nproc.conf file is used to manage the ulimit system environment limits. The
steps for versions below and above CentOS 6 are differentiated here. The prefix number of the Xnproc.conf file varies by system version; for example, it is 90-nproc.conf on CentOS 6 and 20nproc.conf on CentOS 7. Please proceed based on the actual environment.
This document uses CentOS 7.6 and CentOS 5 as an example. Please proceed based on the actual
business conditions.

Below CentOS 6
1. Log in to the Linux instance via VNC.
2. Run the following command to view the current ulimit system resource limits.
cat /etc/security/limits.conf
Description:
<domain>: target system user. You can use * to indicate all users.
<type>: soft , hard , and - .
soft is the <value> of the current system that has taken effect.
hard is the maximum <value> set in the system.
The limit of soft cannot be greater than that of hard . - indicates to set the values of soft and
hard at the same time.
<item>: target resource type.
core limits the kernel file size.
rss is the maximum resident set size.
nofile is the maximum number of opened files.
noproc is the maximum number of processes.
3. No system resource limits are set by default. Please judge based on the actual conditions. If system resource limits
are enabled and configured, you need to edit the limits.conf file to comment out, modify, or delete the
resource type code limited by the noproc or nofile parameter.
We recommend you run the following command to back up the limits.conf file before modifying it.
cp -af /etc/security/limits.conf /root/limits.conf_bak
4. After completing the modification, restart the instance.
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CentOS 6 and above
1. Log in to the Linux instance via VNC.
2. Run the following command to view the current ulimit system resource limits.
cat /etc/security/limits.d/20-nproc.conf
If the returned result is as shown below, system resource limits have been enabled and the maximum number of
connection processes allowed for all users except root users is 4,096.

3. Modify the /etc/security/limits.d/20-nproc.conf file as instructed in Below CentOS 6. We
recommend you back up the file before doing so.
4. After completing the modification, restart the instance.

SSH login error "pam_unix(sshdsession) session closed for user"

展开&收起
Problem
Login to a Linux instance via SSH key fails with the correct username and password entered. An error message
similar to the following is directly returned or appears in the secure log:
This account is currently not available.
Connection to 127.0.0.1 closed.
Received disconnect from 127.0.0.1: 11: disconnected by user.
pam_unix(sshd:session): session closed for user test.
Cause
Usually, this is because that the default shell of the corresponding user is modified.
Solutions
Check and repair the default shell configuration of the corresponding user as instructed in Steps.
Steps
1. Log in to the Linux instance via VNC.
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2. Run the following command to view the default shell of the test user.
cat /etc/passwd | grep test
If a message similar to the following is returned by the system, the shell of the test user has been changed to
nologin .
test:x:1000:1000::/home/test:/sbin/nologin
3. Run the following command and use Vim to edit the /etc/passwd file. We recommend you back up the file
before doing so.
vim /etc/passwd
4. Press i to enter the edit mode and change /sbin/nologin to /bin/bash .
5. Press Esc and enter :wq to save and close the file.
6. Log in to the instance via SSH key. For more information, please see Logging into Linux Instance via SSH Key.

If the problem persists, please submit a ticket for assistance.
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Failing to log in to a Linux CVM due to high
CPU and memory usage
：

Last updated 2022-07-07 11:27:10
This document describes how to troubleshoot and handle Linux CVM login failures due to high CPU or memory usage.

Possible Cause
Hardware, system processes, business processes, and trojans may cause high CPU or memory usage, resulting in
slow service response or CVM login failure. You can use Cloud Monitor to create an alarm threshold for CPU or
memory usage. Then, you will be notified promptly when the configured threshold is exceeded.

Tools
Top: A monitoring tool on Linux commonly used to obtain the CPU or memory usage by process. The output
information of the top command is as shown below:

The top command output consists of two parts. The upper part displays the general usage of CPU and memory
resources:
Line 1: The current system time, current number of logged-in users, and system load.
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Line 2: The total number of system processes and the numbers of running, hibernating, sleeping, and zombie
processes.
Line 3: The current CPU usage.
Line 4: The current memory usage.
Line 5: The current swap space usage.
The lower part displays the resource usage by process:
PID: Process ID.
USER: Process owner.
PR: Process priority. NI is the NICE value. The smaller the NICE value, the higher the priority.
VIRT: Used virtual memory size in KB.
RES: Currently used memory size in KB.
SHR: Used shared memory size in KB.
S: Process state.
%CPU: Percentage of CPU time used by the process within the update time interval.
%MEM: Percentage of memory used by the process within the update time interval.
TIME+: CPU time used by the process, accurate down to 0.01s.
COMMAND: Process name.

Troubleshooting
Logging in to CVM
Select a CVM login method based on your actual needs.
Log in to the Linux CVM instance remotely via third party software.

Note
If the Linux CVM instance has a high CPU load, the login may fail.

Logging into Linux Instances via VNC.

Note
If the Linux CVM instance has a high CPU load, you can log in to it in the console.
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Viewing the resource usage of processes
Run the following command to view the system load. View the %CPU and %MEM columns and identify which
processes consume more resources.
top

Analyzing process
Analyze the processes on the Task Manager page to troubleshoot and solve the problem.
If the problem is caused by a service process, analyze whether the service process can be optimized and
accordingly optimize the process or upgrade the CVM configuration.
If the problem is caused by a process with an exception, the instance may have a virus. In this case, you can
terminate the process or use an antivirus application to kill the virus. When necessary, back up the data and
reinstall the operating system.
If the problem is caused by a Tencent Cloud component process, submit a ticket for assistance.
Common Tencent Cloud components include:
sap00x: A security component
Barad_agent: A monitoring component
secu-tcs-agent: A security component

Terminating process
1. Compare the resource consumption of different processes and record the PID of the process that needs to be
terminated.
2. Enter k .
3. Enter the PID of the process that needs to be terminated and press the Enter key to terminate it, as shown in the
following figure:
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Suppose you need to terminate a process whose PID is 23.

Note
If kill PID 23 with signal [15]: appears after you press Enter, press Enter again to keep the
default settings.

4. If the operation is successful, the message Send PID 23 signal [15/sigterm] will appear. Press Enter
to confirm the termination.

Other Related Problems
Low CPU usage but high load average
Cause
The load average is an indicator of CPU load. The higher the load average, the longer the queue of pending processes
is.
After the top command is executed, information similar to the following is returned, indicating that the CPU usage
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is low but the load average is very high.

Solution
Run the following command to check whether any process is in the D state as shown below:

ps -axjf

Note
The D state refers to the uninterrupted sleep state. A process in this state cannot be terminated nor can it be
exited by itself.

If there are many processes in the D state, restore the resources on which the processes depend or restart the
operating system.

High CPU usage by kswapd0 process
Cause
Linux manages memory by using the pagination mechanism and sets aside a portion of the disk as virtual memory.
kswapd0 is the process responsible for page replacement in the virtual memory management of the Linux system.
When system memory becomes insufficient, kswapd0 will frequently replace pages, which will result in high CPU
usage.
Solution
1. Run the following command and find the kswapd0 process.
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top

2. Check the state of the kswapd0 process.
If the process is not in the D state and has been running for a long time and consuming too many CPU resources,
perform step 3 to check the memory usage.
3. Run commands such as vmstat , free , and ps to check how much memory is used by processes in the
system.
Based on the memory usage, restart the system or terminate safe but unnecessary processes. If the si and
so values are also high, pages are frequently replaced in the system. If the physical memory of the current
system can no longer meet your requirements, consider upgrading your system memory.
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Remote Login Failure due to Port Issues
：

Last updated 2022-04-06 20:30:25
This document describes how to diagnose and troubleshoot remote login failures caused by port problems.

：

Note

The following operations use a CVM instance with the CentOS 7.8 operating system as an example.

Tools
You can use the following tools to check whether the login issues are related to port or security group configuration:
Self-diagnose
Port Verification
If the problem is indeed caused by security group configurations, click Open all ports in Port Verification and try to
log in again. If you still cannot log in after opening the ports, refer to the following for troubleshooting.

Troubleshooting
Checking network connectivity
You can use the Ping command to test network connectivity from your PC. You should run the test from computers
in different network environments (such as different IP ranges or ISPs) to check whether it is a local network problem
or a server problem.
1. Open the command line tool on your local computer.
Windows: click Start > Run and enter cmd . A Command Prompt window appears.
MacOS: open a Terminal window.
2. Run the following command to test network connection.
ping [CVM instance’s public IP address]

You should first obtain the public IP address of the CVM instance. For example, ping 81.71.XXX.XXX .
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If the result similar to the following is returned, your network connection to the CVM instance is normal.

If Request Timeout appears, your network connection to the CVM instance is not working properly. In this case,
refer to Instance IP Address Ping Failure for troubleshooting instructions.

Checking port connectivity
1. Log in to a Linux instance via VNC.
2. Run the following command and press Enter to check whether the remote port is open and accessible.
telnet [CVM instance’s public IP address] [Port number]

For example, run the telnet 119.XX.XXX.67 22 command to check whether the port 22 is open.
If information similar to what is shown below is returned, the port 22 is accessible.

If information similar to what is shown below is returned, the port 22 is unaccessible. Check the corresponding
network configuration. For example, check whether the port 22 is open in the firewall or security group of the
instance.

Checking the SSHD service
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If you are unable to log in to a Linux instance via SSH key due to connection failures, it may be because the SSHD
port is not being listened on or the SSHD service is not started. In this case, refer to Unable to Log into a Linux
Instance via SSH for troubleshooting instructions.
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VNC Login Error (Module is Unknown)
：

Last updated 2022-04-06 20:30:25

Error Description
I entered the correct password, but still could not log in to the CVM using VNC. The message “Module is unknown”
appears.

Possible Reasons
This issue may be caused by the /etc/pam.d/system-auth configuration in /etc/pam.d/login file.

If the path of the pam_limits.so module is not configured correctly in the system-auth configuration file, the
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login fails.

Note
The pam_limits.so module limits the system resource usage of a user during the session. If the module
path is not configured correctly according to the actual operating system, the login authentication fails.

Solutions
1. Perform the troubleshooting procedure to locate the pam_limits.so path configuration in the systemauth file.
2. Correct the pam_limits.so module path.

Troubleshooting Procedure
1. Try to log in to Linux CVM via SSH key.
If the login succeeded, proceed to the next step.
If login failed, use single user mode.For more information, see Booting into Linux Single User Mode.
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2. Run the following command to view logs.
vim /var/log/secure

This file records the security information, mostly CVM login logs. You can check the error logs of
/lib/security/pam_limits.so as shown below.

3. Run the following commands in sequence to enter /etc/pam.d directory and search for
/lib/security/pam_limits.so .

cd /etc/pam.d

find . | xargs grep -ri "/lib/security/pam_limits.so" -l
If the result similar to the following figure is returned, /lib/security/pam_limits.so is configured in the system-auth
file.

4. Access the system-auth file to correct the pam_limits.so module path.
For example, you can use the absolute path /lib64/security/pam_limits.so or a relative path
pam_limits.so in a 64-bit operating system.
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VNC Login Error (Account Locked due to XXX
Failed Logins)
：

Last updated 2022-09-22 14:31:09

Error Description
The error “Account locked due to XXX failed logins” appears before I enter the login password.

Possible Reasons
This issue may be caused by the pam_tally2.so configuration in /etc/pam.d/login file. For VNC login,
/etc/pam.d/login is called for authentication, while pam_tally2.so indicates to automatically lock the
user account temporarily or permanently after the specified number of consecutive failed logins. When an account is
permanently locked, you need to unlock it manually.
The login account will be locked when the number of consecutive failed logins exceeds the configured value. Note that
the account may also be locked for brute force attacks.
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See below for the parameters of pam_tally2 module.
Parameter
deny=n

lock_time=n

Description
Lock the account if the number of consecutive failed logins exceeds n .
Lock the account for n seconds when the number of consecutive failed logins
exceeds the limit

un lock_time=n

Unlock the account automatically n seconds later

no_lock_time

Do not use .fail_locktime field in /var/log/faillog

magic_root

If the module is invoked by a root user (uid=0), the counter is not incremented.

even_deny_root

The root user will be locked after deny=n consecutive failed logins.

root_unlock_time=n

This parameter is required if even_deny_root is configured. It indicates how
long the the root user is locked when the number of consecutive failed logins
exceeds the limit.

Solutions
1. Refer to troubleshooting procedure to access the login configuration file and temporarily comment out the
configuration of the pam_limits.so module.
2. Find the reason why your account is locked, and improve your security policy.
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Troubleshooting Procedure
1. Try to log in to Linux CVM via SSH key.
If the login succeeded, proceed to the next step.
If the login failed, try the single user mode.
2. Run the following command to view logs.
vim /var/log/secure

This file records the security information, mostly CVM login logs. You can check the error logs of pam_tally2 as
shown below.

3. Run the following commands in sequence to open /etc/pam.d directory and search for pam_tally2 .

cd /etc/pam.d

find . | xargs grep -ri "pam_tally2" -l
If the result similar to the following figure is returned, pam_tally2 is included in login file.

4. Run the following command to temporarily comment out the pam_tally2.so configurations. Then you can log
in normally.
sed -i "s/.*pam_tally.*/#&/" /etc/pam.d/login
5. Check whether the account is locked due to misoperations or brute force attacks. In the later case, it is
recommended to strengthen the security policy as follows:
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Change the CVM password to a stronger password containing 12-16 characters, including uppercase letters,
lowercase letters, special characters, and numbers. For more information, see Resetting Instance Password.
Delete unused CVM login accounts.
Change the default sshd port 22 to a less common port between 1024-65525. For more information, see Modifying
the Default Remote Port of CVM.
Manage the associated security group rules to open only ports and protocols required by your business. For more
information, see Adding Security Group Rules.
Close the port for internet access for core applications such as MySQL and Redis databases.
Install security software (such as CWPP agent), and configure real-time alarms to get notices about suspicious
logins instantly.
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VNC Login Error (Login Failed with Correct
Password)
：

Last updated 2022-09-22 14:25:37

Problem
When you try to log in to the CVM via VNC, the following message appears even you enter the correct password.
Later, you are required to enter the account name again.

And when you try to log in remotely using the SSH key, the message Permission denied, please try again
appears.

Common Cause
The /var/log/btmp log file is oversized due to brute force attacks. This file keeps logs of failed logins. If it is too
large, logs can not be written into it, which may cause login error.
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Solutions
1. Check whether the /var/log/btmp log file is oversized as instructed in Troubleshooting Procedure.
2. Confirm whether it is caused by brute force attacks and improve security policy.

Troubleshooting Procedure
1. Try to log in to a Linux CVM instance via SSH key.
If the login succeeds, proceed to the next step.
If the login fails, try the single user mode. For detailed directions, see Booting into Linux Single User Mode.
2. Access /var/log and check the size of the /var/log/btmp log file.
3. Run the following command to clear the oversized /var/log/btmp log file. Then you can log in normally.

cat /dev/null > /var/log/btmp

4. Check whether the account lock is caused by misoperations or brute force attacks. In the later case, it is
recommended to strengthen the security policy as follows:
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Change the CVM password to a stronger password containing 12-16 characters, including uppercase letters,
lowercase letters, special characters, and numbers. For more information, see Resetting Instance Password.
Delete unused CVM login accounts.
Change the default sshd port 22 to a less common port between 1024-65525. For more information, see
Modifying the Default Remote Port of CVM.
Manage the associated security group rules to open only ports and protocols required by your business. For
more information, see Adding Security Group Rules.
Close the port for internet access for core applications such as MySQL and Redis databases.
Install security software (such as CWPP agent), and configure real-time alarms to get noticed about suspicious
logins instantly.
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VNC or SSH Login Error (Permission Denied)
：

Last updated 2022-04-06 20:30:26

Error Description
The error message “Permission denied” is reported when I log in using VNC or SSH key.
The VNC login error is shown below:

The SSH login error is shown below:

Possible Reasons
Using the VNC or SSH login will call system-auth for authentication if this module is configured in the
/etc/pam.d/login configuration file. By default, the system-auth module introduces the
pam_limits.so module. The default system-auth configuration is as shown below:
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The pam_limits.so module is mainly used to limit the use of system resources during the user session. Its
default configuration file /etc/security/limits.conf specifies the maximum number of files, the maximum
number of threads, the maximum memory and other resources that a user can use. See the table below for details.
Parameter
soft nofile
hard
nofile
fs.file-max

fs.nr_open

Description
The maximum number of open file descriptors (soft limit)
The maximum number of open file descriptors (hard limit), which cannot be exceeded.

The maximum number of open file handles (struct file in the kernel) at the system level.
The maximum number of file descriptors (fd) assigned to a process

The login failure may be caused by incorrect configurations of the maximum number of open file descriptors for the
root account in the /etc/security/limits.conf configuration file. The set value of soft nofile should
be no more than hard nofile , and hard nofile should be no more than fs.nr_open .

Solutions
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Perform the troubleshooting procedure to correct the relationship configurations of soft nofile , hard
nofile and fs.nr_open .

Troubleshooting Procedure
1. Try to log in to Linux CVM via SSH key.
If login succeeded, proceed to the next step.
If login failed, use single user mode.For more information, see Booting into Linux Single User Mode.
2. Check whether the set values meet the relationship soft nofile ≤ hard nofile ≤ fs.nr_open .
Run the following command to obtain the values of soft nofile and hard nofile .
/etc/security/limits.conf

In this example, their values are 3000001 and 3000002 respectively, as shown below.

Run the following command to check the fs.nr_open value.
sysctl -a 2>/dev/null | grep -Ei "file-max|nr_open"

In this example, its value is 1048576, as shown below.

3. Edit the /etc/security/limits.conf file to add or modify the following configurations at the end of the file.
root soft nofile : 100001
root hard nofile : 100002
4. Edit the /etc/sysctl.conf file to add or modify the following configurations at the end of the file.
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：

Note

This step is optional when the relationship soft nofile ≤ hard nofile ≤ fs.nr_open is met.
Perform this step to increase the system limit.

fs.file-max = 2000000
fs.nr_open = 2000000
5. Run the following command for the configuration to take effect immediately. Then you can log in normally.
sysctl -p
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Login Failure Due to /etc/fstab Configuration
Errors
：

Last updated 2022-08-12 15:06:28

Error Description
Error: Unable to remotely log in to the Linux CVM via SSH. After logging in to the CVM via VNC, you can check the
system start-up failure and view the prompt message "Welcome to emergency mode".

Possible Causes
The /etc/fstab is not properly configured.
For example, you've configured the auto-attaching of disk based on device name in the /etc/fstab file. If the
device name is changed when the CVM restarts, this configuration will cause the system to fail to start up normally.

Solutions
See Steps to repair the /etc/fstab configuration file. Then, restart the CVM to verify the repaired file.

Steps
You can access the instance in the following 2 methods for troubleshooting:
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Method 1: Login via VNC (recommended)
Method 2: Use rescue mode
1. Log in to Linux Instances (VNC).
2. After entering the VNC interface, you see the interface shown in Error Description. Enter the root account password
and press Enter to log in to the server.
The entered password is not displayed by default.
If you do not have or forgot the root account password, see Method 2 for troubleshooting.
3. Run the following command to back up the /etc/fstab file to the /home directory, for example:
cp /etc/fstab /home
4. Run the following command to use VI editor to open the /etc/fstab file.
vi /etc/fstab
5. Press i to enter the edit mode. Move the cursor to the beginning of the error line and enter # to comment out this
configuration.

Note
If you cannot determine the error, it is recommended that you comment out the configurations of all attached
disks except the system disks, and then configure the file as instructed in Step 8 after the server recovers.

6. Press Esc, enter :wq, and press Enter to save the configuration and exit the editor.
7. Restart the instance in the CVM console to see if it can be started and logged in properly.

Note
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Restart the instance through the console. For more information, see Restarting Instances.

8. After successful login, if you need to configure the auto-attaching of the disk, see Cloud Disk Automount Failed
upon Linux CVM Restart.
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sshd Configuration File Permissions
：

Last updated 2022-03-30 15:14:43

Issue Description
During login to a Linux instance via SSH key, "ssh_exchange_identification: Connection closed by remote host" or "no
hostkey alg" is displayed.

Common Causes
sshd configuration file permissions, such as the permissions of the /var/empty/sshd or
/etc/ssh/ssh_host_rsa_key configuration file, are modified, which may cause a failure in login via SSH key.

Solution
Perform the steps based on the actual error message to modify the configuration file permissions:
If the error message is "ssh_exchange_identification: Connection closed by remote host", see Modifying
permissions of /var/empty/sshd file.
If the error message is "no hostkey alg", see Modifying permissions of /etc/ssh/ssh_host_rsa_key file.

Troubleshooting Procedure
Modifying permissions of /var/empty/sshd file
1. Log in to the Linux instance via VNC.
2. Run the following command to view the error cause:
sshd -t

Information similar to the following is returned:
"/var/empty/sshd must be owned by root and not group or world-writable."
3. Run the following command to modify the permissions of the /var/empty/sshd/ file:
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chmod 711 /var/empty/sshd/

Modifying permissions of /etc/ssh/ssh_host_rsa_key file
1. Log in to the Linux instance via VNC.
2. Run the following command to view the error cause:
sshd -t

The returned information contains the following field:
"/etc/ssh/ssh_host_rsa_key are too open"
3. Run the following command to modify the permissions of the /etc/ssh/ssh_host_rsa_key file:
chmod 600 /etc/ssh/ssh_host_rsa_key
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Infinite Loop Call in /etc/profile
：

Last updated 2022-03-30 15:44:14

Issue Description
When you use SSH to log in to a Linux instance, the SSH command gets stuck after outputting the "Last login: "
information.

Common Causes
This problem is probably because the /etc/profile file was modified, so /etc/profile was called in
/etc/profile , resulting in an infinite loop call and inability to log in successfully.

Solution
Check and repair the /etc/profile file as instructed in Steps.

Steps
1. Log in to the Linux instance via VNC.
2. Run the following command to view the /etc/profile file.
vim /etc/profile

3. Check whether the /etc/profile file contains commands related to /etc/profile .
If yes, go to the next step.
If no, submit a ticket for assistance.
4. Press i to enter the edit mode and add # before the relevant commands in /etc/profile to comment them.
5. Press Esc to exit the edit mode, and enter :wq to save the modification.
6. Log in to the Linux instance again by using SSH.
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Login Failure Due to Server Isolation
：

Last updated 2022-07-11 16:29:31
CVM may be blocked and isolated due to security violations (content or behavior violations) or DDoS attacks. This
document describes how to solve the problem of login failure due to CVM isolation caused by security violations.

Problems
The CVM isolation may be brought by violations of applicable laws and regulations. You can check whether the CVM
is isolated in the following ways.
When a CVM is isolated from the public network, you will be notified of the isolation via an internal message in the
console or a text message.
The Monitoring/Status tab in the CVM Console displays the status of the CVM: Isolated.

Causes
When a CVM is involved in a violation event or risk event, it will be partially isolated (except for the private network
login interfaces 22, 36000, and 3389, all other network access is isolated, and the developers can log in to the CVM
through a jump server).

Solutions
1. Delete the violating content as instructed by the internal message or text message. Resolve security risks and
reinstall the system if necessary.
2. If the violation is not caused by your own action, your CVM may have encountered malicious intrusion. To resolve
this, see Host Security.
3. After eliminating potential safety hazards or stopping violations, please submit a ticket
to contact customer service for removing the isolation.
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Login Failure Due to High Bandwidth
Occupation
：

Last updated 2022-06-14 11:20:23
This document describes how to diagnose and troubleshoot Linux or Windows CVM login issues caused by high
bandwidth utilization.

Problems
In the CVM console, the bandwidth monitoring data of the CVM shows that bandwidth usage is too high, and
connection to CVM fails.
A Health check shows that the bandwidth utilization is too high.

Fault Locating and Troubleshooting
1. Log in to the target CVM instance using VNC:
For Windows instances, see Logging into Windows Instance via VNC.
For Linux instances, see Logging In to Linux Instances (VNC).
2. Troubleshoot:
Windows CVM instances
Linux CVM instances
After logging in to the Windows CVM instance via VNC, perform the following operations:

Note
The following operations use a CVM instance running the Windows Server 2012 operating system as an
example.

i. In the CVM instance, click

. Select Task Manager to open the Task Manager page.

ii. Select Performance tab, and click Open resource monitor.
iii. On the Resource Monitor page, identify the process that consumes a lot of bandwidth. Based on your actual
business, determine whether the process is normal.
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If this process is a service process, check whether the high bandwidth utilization is caused by changes in access
traffic and whether you need to optimize the capacity or upgrade the CVM configuration as instructed in
Changing Instance Configuration.
If this process has an exception, the high bandwidth utilization may be caused by a virus or a trojan. If so, you
can manually terminate the process or use security software to kill the virus. You can also back up data and then
reinstall the operating system.

Note
In Windows, many virus processes can disguise themselves as system processes. You can select Task
Manager > Processes to check the process information and preliminarily identify the virus.
Normal system processes have complete signatures and descriptions, and most of them are located in
the C:\Windows\System32 directory. While virus programs may have the same names as system
processes, they lack signatures and descriptions. In addition, their locations are often abnormal.

If this process is a Tencent Cloud component process, please submit a ticket, and we will help you locate and
troubleshoot the problem.
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Remote Connect Failure Due to Security
Group Settings
：

Last updated 2022-04-06 20:30:26
This document describes how to troubleshoot the problem where you are unable to connect remotely to a CVM due to
security group configuration issues.

Diagnostic Tool
You can use Port Verification to check whether the problem is caused by security group configurations.
1. Log in to the Port Verification.
2. In the Port Verification page, select the instance to check and click Quick Check. This is shown in the following
figure:

If the check shows that the instance has ports that are not open, you can select Open all ports to open all
commonly used ports of the CVM to the Internet, and try to log in remotely again.
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Modifying security group configurations
If you do not want to use Open all ports to open all commonly used ports of the CVM to the Internet, or you need to
customize the remote login port, you can use custom configuration of the inbound and outbound rules of the security
group to resolve remote login failures. For more information, see Modifying Security Group Rules.
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Troubleshooting Linux Instance Issues via
VNC and Rescue Mode
：

Last updated 2022-08-12 15:06:28
Generally, you can troubleshoot most Linux system issues via VNC and rescue mode. This document describes how
to troubleshoot the issues such as a failure to log in to a Linux Instance via SSH Key and system failures.

Troubleshooting Tool
Login via VNC is a method of remotely connecting to a CVM through a Web browser. This enables you to directly
observe the CVM status, or modify the configuration file in the system. Usually when you cannot remotely log in to
the instance via SSH key, you can use this login method.
Rescue mode is generally used when the Linux system cannot be started up normally, or the Linux instance cannot
be logged in via VNC. Common usage cases: abnormal fstab configuration, missing key system files, and
damaged/missing .lib and .dll files, etc.

Identifying and Fixing Issues
Show All

Using VNC to troubleshoot the SSH key login failure

展开&收起
Error description
When I tried to log in to a Linux instance via SSH key, the error message ssh_exchange_identification:
Connection closed by remote host is displayed.

Possible cause
The connection reset error in the kex_exchange_identification stage generally means that the ssh-related process has
been started, but the configuration may be abnormal, for example, the sshd configuration file permissions have been
modified.
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Solutions
See Steps to check the sshd process, locate and fix the problem.
Steps
1. Follow the steps to log in to the Linux instance via VNC:
i. Log in to the CVM console, find the target Linux CVM, and click Login under the "Operation" column.

ii. In the Standard login | Linux instance window, click Login via VNC.
iii. Enter the username after "login" and press Enter, and enter the password after "Password" and press Enter.
The login is successful when the following information is displayed.

2. Run the following command to check whether the sshd process is running normally.
ps -ef | grep sshd

If the result shown below is returned, the sshd process is normal.
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3. Run the following command to view the error cause:
sshd -t

If a message similar to "/var/empty/sshd must be owned by root and not group or world-writable." shown below is
returned,
the error can be caused by a /var/empty/sshd/ permission issue.

You can also check the error messages in the /var/log/secure logs to facilitate troubleshooting.

4. Run the following command to view the permission of the /var/empty/sshd directory.
ll -d /var/empty/sshd/

The returned result is shown below. The permission configuration is 777 .

5. Run the following command to modify the permissions of the /var/empty/sshd/ file.
chmod 711 /var/empty/sshd/

The instance can be logged in remotely after a test of Logging into Linux Instance (SSH Key).

Using VNC to troubleshoot Linux system startup failures

展开&收起
Error description
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Error: Unable to remotely log in to the Linux CVM via SSH. After logging in to the CVM via VNC, you can check the
system start-up failure and view the prompt message "Welcome to emergency mode".

Possible cause
The /etc/fstab is not properly configured.
For example, you've configured the auto-attaching of disk based on device name in the /etc/fstab file. If the
device name is changed when the CVM restarts, this configuration will cause the system to fail to start up normally.
Solutions
See Steps to repair the /etc/fstab configuration file. Then, restart the CVM to verify the repaired file.
Steps
1. Follow the step 1 to log in to the Linux instance via VNC.
2. After entering the VNC interface, you see the interface shown in Error Description. Enter the root account password
(which is not displayed by default) and press Enter to log in to the server.

3. After entering the system, run the following command to check whether the drive letter information in the fstab
file is correct.
lsblk

If the result shown below is returned, the drive letter in the file is incorrect:
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4. Run the following command to back up the fstab file.
cp /etc/fstab /home
5. Run the following command to use VI editor to open the /etc/fstab file.
vi /etc/fstab
6. Press i to enter the edit mode. Move the cursor to the beginning of the error line and enter # to comment out this
configuration.

7. Press ESC, enter :wq, and press Enter to save the configuration and exit the editor.
8. Restart the instance in the CVM console. For more information, see Restarting Instances.
9. Check if it can be started and logged in properly.

Using the rescue mode to troubleshoot Linux system startup failures

展开&收起
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Error description
The instance cannot be started up normally after the Linux system restarts. There are many FAILED startup failure
items in the prompt message.

Possible cause
The key system files such as. .bin and .lib files are missing.
Solutions
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See Steps to enter the instance rescue mode through the console to troubleshoot.
Steps
1. Before you enter the rescue mode, we strongly recommend you back up the instance to avoid the impact of
maloperations. You can create snapshots to back up cloud disks and create a custom image to back up local
system disks.
2. Log in to the CVM console. On the "Instances" page, find the target instance, select More > Ops and check >
Enter rescue mode.

3. In the pop-up window, set the instance login password for the rescue mode.
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4. Click Enter rescue mode, and the instance status will change to "Entering rescue mode", which typically
completes within a few minutes:

The status of instance entered the rescue mode changes to "Rescue mode" with a red exclamation mark.

5. Use the root account and the password set in step 3 to log in to the instance as follows:
If the instance has a public IP, log in to it as instructed in Logging in to Linux Instance (SSH Key).
If the instance has no public IPs, log in to it as instructed in Logging in to Linux Instances (VNC).
2. This document takes login via VNC as an example. After successful login, run the following commands in sequence
to mount the root partition of the system disk.

Note
In rescue mode, the device name of the instance system disk is vda , and its root partition is vda1 ,
which is unmounted by default.

mkdir -p /mnt/vm1

mount /dev/vda1 /mnt/vm1

The returned result is shown below:
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3. After successful mounting, you can manipulate the data in the root partition of the original system.
You can also use the mount -o bind command to mount some sub-directories in the original file system and
use the chroot command to run commands in the specified root directory. Below are the specific commands:
mount -o bind /dev /mnt/vm1/dev
mount -o bind /dev/pts /mnt/vm1/dev/pts
mount -o bind /proc /mnt/vm1/proc
mount -o bind /run /mnt/vm1/run
mount -o bind /sys /mnt/vm1/sys
chroot /mnt/vm1 /bin/bash

When running the chroot command:

If there is no error message, you can continue to run the cd / command.
If the error message as shown below appears, the root directory cannot be switched normally. In this case, you can
run cd /mnt/vm1 to view the root partition data.

8. Through the command, you can check that all files in the /usr/bin directory in the original system root partition
have been deleted.
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9. In this case, you can create a normal instance using the same operating system, and run the following commands
to compress and remotely copy the files in the /usr/bin directory of the normal system to the abnormal
instance.
For the normal instance, run the following commands in sequence:
cd /usr/bin/ && tar -zcvf bin.tar.gz *

：

scp bin.tar.gz root@abnormal instance ip /mnt/vm1/usr/bin/

Note
If the instances have public network IPs, the copy can be performed through the public network; otherwise,
the copy is performed through the private network.

The execution result is as shown below:
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For the abnormal instance, run the following commands in sequence in the rescue mode:
cd /mnt/vm1/usr/bin/

tar -zxvf bin.tar.gz

chroot /mnt/vm1 /bin/bash

The execution result is as shown below:

0. After repairing the instance, select More > Ops and check > Exit rescue mode under the Operation column of
the target instance.

1. After exiting the rescue mode, the instance is in a shutdown status. Start up the instance to verify the system. As
shown below, the system has been restored.
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Failed to shut down or restart a CVM
：

Last updated 2022-04-06 20:30:26
When you shut down or restart the CVM, a failure may occur. While it is a rare event, you can troubleshoot as follows:

Possible Causes
High CPU or memory usage.
ACPI has not been installed on the Linux CVM.
System update of the Windows CVM takes too long.
Windows CVM has not completed initialization yet when you purchase it for the first time.
The operating system is damaged due to installed software or viruses such as Trojan.

Troubleshooting
Check CPU/memory usage
1. Check CPU/memory usage based on the operating system of the CVM.
For Windows CVM: Right-click the "Taskbar" and select Task Manager on the CVM.
For Linux CVM: Execute the top command to view information in %CPU and %MEM columns.
2. Terminate processes with high CPU or memory usage.
If you still cannot shut down or restart the CVM, please execute forced shutdown or restart.

Check whether ACPI has been installed

This operation is for Linux CVM.

Execute the following command to see if an ACPI process exists.
ps -ef | grep -w "acpid" | grep -v "grep"
If an ACPI process exists, please execute forced shutdown or restart.
If no ACPI process exists, please install ACPI. For specific operations, see Linux Power Management
Configuration.
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Check whether WindowsUpdate is running

This operation is for Windows CVM.

On the operating system interface of Windows CVM, click Start > Control Panel > Windows Update to see if any
patches or programs are being updated.
Windows may perform patching when the system is shutting down. The update may take a long time, causing CVM
shutdown/restart to fail. We recommend you wait for the Windows update to complete and then try to shut down or
restart the CVM.
If no patches or programs are being updated, please execute forced shutdown or restart.

Check whether the CVM has completed initialization

This operation is for Windows CVM.

When you purchase Windows CVM for the first time, initialization may take longer because Sysprep is used to
distribute images. Before the initialization is complete, Windows will ignore shutdown and restart operations.
If the Windows CVM you purchased is initializing, we recommend you wait for the initialization to complete before
shutting down or restarting the CVM again.
If the CVM has completed initialization, please execute forced shutdown or restart.

Check whether the software installed is normal
Use a check tool or antivirus software to see if the software installed on the CVM is normal or attacked by viruses such
as Trojan.
If an exception is found, the system may be damaged, causing shutdown and restart to fail. We recommend you
uninstall the software, back up data or scan with security software, and then reinstall the system.
If no exception is found, please execute forced shutdown or restart.

Forced shutdown/restart

Forced shutdown/restart provided by Tencent Cloud can be used if you fail to shut down or restart the CVM
after multiple attempts. This feature allows you to force a shutdown or restart on the CVM, which may cause
data loss or damage the file system.
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1. Log in to the CVM Console.
2. On the instance management page, select the CVM you want to shut down or restart.
Shut down CVM: Click More > Instance Status > Shutdown.
Restart CVM: Click More > Instance Status > Restart.
3. In the Shutdown or Restart Instance window that pops up, check Forced Shutdown or Forced Restart, and
Click Ok.
Check Forced Shutdown, as shown below:
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Check Forced Restart, as shown below:
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Network Namespace Creation Failure
：

Last updated 2022-04-06 20:30:26

Problem Description
When you create a new network namespace, the corresponding command gets stuck and does not continue. Dmesg
message: "unregister_netdevice: waiting for lo to become free. Usage count = 1"

Causes
This problem is caused by a bug in the kernel. The following kernel versions have this bug:
Ubuntu 16.04 x86_32 kernel version: 4.4.0-92-generic.
Ubuntu 16.04 x86_32 kernel version: 4.4.0-92-generic.

Solution
Upgrade the kernel to version 4.4.0-98-generic. In this version, the bug has already been fixed.

Directions
1. Execute the following command to check the current kernel version.

uname -r
2. Execute the following command to check whether version 4.4.0-98-generic is available for upgrade.

sudo apt-get update
sudo apt-cache search linux-image-4.4.0-98-generic
If the following information is displayed, it means this version exists in the source and is available for upgrade.

linux-image-4.4.0-98-generic - Linux kernel image for version 4.4.0 on 64 bit x86
SMP
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3. Execute the following command to install the new kernel version and corresponding Header package.

sudo apt-get install linux-image-4.4.0-98-generic linux-headers-4.4.0-98-generic
4. Execute the following command to restart the system.

sudo reboot
5. Execute the following command to enter the system to check the kernel version.

uname -r
If the following result is displayed, it means the version upgrade is successful:

4.4.0-98-generic
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Kernel and IO Issues
：

Last updated 2022-02-16 17:09:04
The status check provides a report of instance exceptions. This document mainly describes the symptoms, causes
and solutions of kernel and IO problems shown in the status check report.

Troubleshooting Kernel Failures
Problems
The kernel failure may cause login failure or abnormal restart.

Common causes
Kernel hung_task
The kernel hung task is based on a single kernel thread named as khungtaskd , which monitors processes in the
TASK_UNINTERRUPTIBLE status. If a process stuck in D state during the period specified by
kernel.hung_task_timeout_secs (defaults to 120 seconds), the stack information of this hung task process
will be printed.
If kernel.hung_task_panic=1 is configured, the hung task will trigger kernel panic and system restart.
Kernel soft lockup
A soft lockup refers to a kernel thread using and not releasing a CPU, without giving other tasks a chance to run. Each
CPU is assigned with a timed kernel thread watchdog/x . If this thread is not executed during the specified period
(the default period is two times the kernel.watchdog_thresh value. For example, the default
kernel.watchdog_thresh value is 10 seconds for a 3.10 kernel), soft lockup occurs.
If kernel.softlockup_panic=1 is configured, the soft lockup will trigger kernel panic and system restart.
Kernel panic
A kernel panic refers to a kernel crash that causes the abnormal restart. The kernel panic will be generally caused by:
Kernel hung_task, with kernel.hung_task_panic=1 configured.
Kernel soft lockup, with kernel.softlockup_panic=1 configured.
Kernel bug

Solution
Due to the difficulty, we recommend you submit a ticket for the troubleshooting.
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Troubleshooting Disk Failures
The inode is full
Problem: the error message “No space left on device” is prompted when you create a file. After you run the df -i
command, you will see inode is 100% used.
Common causes: the file system exhausted all inodes.
Procedure: delete useless files or expand the disk.

The disk space is full
Problem: the error message “No space left on device” is prompted when you create a file. After you run the df -h
command, you will see the disk space is 100% used.
Common causes: the disk space runs out.
Procedure: delete useless files or expand the disk.

The disk is read-only
Problem: the file system can read files only without creating one.
Common cause: the file system is damaged.
Procedure:
1. Create a snapshot to back up the disk data. For detailed directions, see Creating Snapshots.
2. Perform the troubleshooting procedure according to the disk type.
System disk
Data disk
We recommend directly restarting the instance, please see Restart Instances.

The disk %util is high
Problem: the instance lags, and responds slowly or stop responding to the SSH or VNC login.
Common cause: high IO causes the disk %util to reach 100%.
Procedure: check the high IO status, and assess whether to reduce IO reads/writes, or use a disk with higher
performance.
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Missing System bin or lib Soft Link
：

Last updated 2022-03-30 15:44:14

Issue Description
During command execution or system startup, an error message that the command or lib was not found is reported.

Common Causes
The bin, sbin, lib, and lib64 of CentOS 7, CentOS 8, and Ubuntu 20 are soft links as follows:
lrwxrwxrwx
lrwxrwxrwx
lrwxrwxrwx
lrwxrwxrwx

1
1
1
1

root
root
root
root

root
root
root
root

7
7
9
8

Jun
Jun
Jun
Jun

19
19
19
19

2018
2018
2018
2018

bin -> usr/bin
lib -> usr/lib
lib64 -> usr/lib64
sbin -> usr/sbin

If a soft link is deleted, an error will be reported during command execution or system startup.

Solution
Check and create the required soft links as instructed in Steps.

Steps
1. Enter the rescue mode.
2. Run commands such as mount and chroot . When running the chroot command:
If there is an error, run cd /mnt/vm1 .
Otherwise, run cd / .
3. Run the following command to check whether the corresponding soft link exists.
ls -al / | grep -E "lib|bin"

If yes, submit a ticket for assistance.
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If no, run the following commands as needed to create corresponding soft links.
ln -s usr/lib64 lib64
ln -s usr/sbin sbin
ln -s usr/bin bin
ln -s usr/lib lib

4. Run the following command to check the soft links.
chroot /mnt/vm1 /bin/bash

If no error is reported, the soft links have been successfully repaired.
5. Exit rescue mode and start the system.
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Suspected Infection with Virus
：

Last updated 2022-09-22 14:28:13
CVMs may be intruded by hackers due to weak passwords and vulnerabilities of open-source components. This
document describes how to determine whether a CVM has been infected with a virus and how to fix it.

Troubleshooting the Issue
Use SSH or VNC to log in to the instance and check whether it has been infected with a virus in the following ways:
Show All

Malicious commands were added to rc.local

展开&收起
Run the following command to view the rc.local file.

cat /etc/rc.local

If the output information contains a command not added by the business team or public image, such as wget xx
and /tmp/xx , the CVM has probably been infected with a virus.

Malicious tasks were added to crontab

展开&收起
Run the following command to list the current schedule.
crontab -l

If the output information contains a command not added by the business team or public image, such as wget xx
and /tmp/xx , the CVM has probably been infected with a virus.

Dynamic library hijacking was added to ld.so.preload

展开&收起
Run the following command to view the /etc/ld.so.preload file.

cat /etc/ld.so.preload
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If the output information contains a dynamic library not added by the business team, the CVM has probably been
infected with a virus.

Huge page memory was configured in sysctl.conf

展开&收起
Run the following command to check the usage of huge page memory.
sysctl -a | grep "nr_hugepages "

If the output is not 0, and the business program does not use huge page memory, the CVM has probably been
infected with a virus.

Troubleshooting Procedure
1. Back up the system data as instructed in Creating Snapshots.
2. Reinstall the instance system as instructed in Reinstalling System and take the following security hardening
measures:
Change the CVM password to a stronger password containing 12-16 characters, including uppercase letters,
lowercase letters, special characters, and numbers. For more information, see Resetting Instance Password.
Delete unused CVM login accounts.
Change the default sshd port 22 to a less common port between 1024-65525. For more information, see Modifying
the Default Remote Port of CVM.
Manage the associated security group rules to open only ports and protocols required by your business. For more
information, see Adding Security Group Rules.
Close the port for internet access for core applications such as MySQL and Redis databases.
Install security software (such as CWPP agent), and configure real-time alarms to get noticed about suspicious
logins instantly.
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"no space left on device" Error During File
Creation
：

Last updated 2022-03-30 15:44:15

Issue Description
When you create a file in the Linux CVM, the error "no space left on device" is reported.

Common Causes
The disk space is full
The file system's inode is full
df and du are different
Files have been deleted, but there are still processes holding corresponding file handles, resulting in the disk space
not being released.
Mounts are nested. For example, if the /data directory of the system disk uses a lot of space, and /data is
used as a mount point of other data disks, then the df and du of the system disk will be different.

Solution
Troubleshoot the problems as instructed in Steps.

Steps
Solving the problem of full disk space
1. Log in to the Linux instance in the standard login method.
2. Run the following command to check the disk utilization.
df -h

3. Locate the mount point with a high disk utilization and run the following command to enter the mount point.
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cd mount point

For example, to enter the system disk mount point, run cd / .
4. Run the following command to find directories that occupy a large space.

du -x --max-depth=1 | sort -n
Perform the following steps for the located directory with the largest occupied space:
If the directory capacity is much lower than the total disk space, proceed to the Solving the problem of df and
du inconsistency step.
If the directory capacity is large, perform step 2 to locate files that occupy a large space and evaluate whether they
can be deleted based on the business conditions. If not, expand the disk capacity as instructed in Expanding Cloud
Disks.

Solving the problem of full file system inode
1. Log in to the Linux instance in the standard login method.
2. Run the following command to check the disk utilization.
df -h

3. Locate the mount point with a high disk utilization and run the following command to enter the mount point.
cd mount point

For example, to enter the system disk mount point, run cd / .
4. Run the following command to find the directory with the largest number of files. This command is time-consuming,
so wait patiently.
find / -type f | awk -F / -v OFS=/ '{$NF="";dir[$0]++}END{for(i in dir)print dir
[i]" "i}' | sort -k1 -nr | head

Solving the problem of df and du inconsistency
Solving the problem of processes occupying file handles
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Run the following command to view the processes occupying files.
lsof

｜ grep delete

Perform the following steps according to the returned result:
Kill the corresponding processes.
Restart the service.
If many processes occupy file handles, restart the server.
Solving the problem of nested mounts
1. Run the mount command to mount a highly utilized disk to /mnt ; for example:

mount /dev/vda1 /mnt

2. Run the following command to enter /mnt .

cd /mnt

3. Run the following command to find directories that occupy a large space.
du -x --max-depth=1 | sort -n

According to the returned result, evaluate whether the directories or files can be deleted based on the business
conditions.
4. Run the umount command to unmount the disk; for example:

umount /mnt
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Linux CVM Memory Issues
High Memory Utilization
：

Last updated 2022-05-18 15:17:38

Error Description
The Linux CVM encounters memory issues, such as slow service response speed, CVM login failure, or Out of
Memory (OOM).

Possible Reasons
These issues may be caused by high memory utilization of the instance, i.e., memory utilization generally stays above
90%.

Troubleshooting Approaches
1. Perform the troubleshooting procedure to check whether the memory utilization is too high.
2. See the memory issue analysis to find the causes of problems.

Troubleshooting Procedure
1. Follow the directions to check whether the memory utilization is too high.
If yes, proceed to the next step.
If not, see the memory issue analysis to find the causes of problems.
2. Log in to the CVM, run the top command, and press M to check whether there are processes in the “RES” and
“SHR” columns using much memory.
If not, proceed to the next step.
If yes, perform the operations as instructed in process analysis according to the process type.
3. Run the following command to check the shared memory utilization.
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cat /proc/meminfo | grep -i shmem

The following information will appear:

4. Run the following command to check the non-reclaimable slab memory utilization.
cat /proc/meminfo | grep -i SUnreclaim
The following information will appear:

5. Run the following command to check if there are huge pages.
cat /proc/meminfo | grep -iE "HugePages_Total|Hugepagesize"
The following information will appear:

If the HugePages_Total output is 0 , see the memory issue analysis to find the causes of problems.
If the HugePages_Total output is not 0 , there are huge pages. The huge page size equals to
HugePages_Total * Hugepagesize . Check whether huge pages are configured by a malicious program,
or if they are unnecessary, you can comment out the vm.nr_hugepage configuration item in the
/etc/sysctl.conf file, and then run the sysctl -p command to abandon huge pages.

Directions
Viewing memory utilization
The free command output may vary with the Linux distributions, which is unreliable for calculating the memory
utilization. Perform the following steps to view the memory utilization on the Monitoring page of the CVM console.
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1. Log in to the CVM console and access the Instances page.
2. Click the ID/Name of the instance to enter its details page. Select the Monitoring tab.
3. View memory utilization in the Memory Monitor section.

Calculating memory utilization
The memory utilization is the ratio of memory used to total memory, excluding the buffer and system cache. The
calculation formula is as follows:
= (Total - available)100% / Total
= (Total - (Free + Buffers + Cached + SReclaimable - Shmem)) * 100% / Total
= (Total - Free - Buffers - Cached - SReclaimable + Shmem) * 100% / Total
The required parameters Total , Free , Buffer , Cached , SReclaimable , and Shmem can be
obtained in /proc/meminfo . Below is an example of /proc/meminfo .

1. [root@VM_0_113_centos test]# cat /proc/meminfo
2. MemTotal: 16265592 kB
3. MemFree: 1880084 kB
4.
5.
6.
7.

......
Buffers: 194384 kB
Cached: 13647556 kB
......

8. Shmem: 7727752 kB
9. Slab: 328864 kB
10. SReclaimable: 306500 kB
11.
12.
13.
14.

SUnreclaim: 22364 kB
......
HugePages_Total: 0
Hugepagesize: 2048 kB

The parameters are described as follows:
Parameter

Description

MemTotal

Total system memory

MemFree

Free memory

Buffers

Cached page used by block devices for reads/writes and file system metadata (such
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as SuperBlock)

Cached

Shmem

Slab

Page cache, including POSIX/SysV shared memory and shared
anonymous mmap of tmpfs
Including shared memory, tmpfs, etc.
Memory allocated by the kernel slab memory allocator, which can be viewed using
the slabtop command

SReclaimable

Reclaimable slabs

SUnreclaim

Non-reclaimable slabs

HugePages_Total

Total number of huge pages

Hugepagesize

Size of a huge page

Memory issue analysis
If the problem persists, or an error shown below appears during your use of CVM, refer to the corresponding solutions:
Log Error “fork: Cannot allocate memory”
VNC Login Error “Cannot allocate memory”
Triggering Out of Memory When There is Available Memory
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Log Error “fork: Cannot allocate memory”
：

Last updated 2022-07-12 10:27:27

Error Description
Log contains the error message "fork: Cannot allocate memory".

Common Causes
There are too many processes. If a new process is created after the pid_max value is reached, the error message
"fork: Cannot allocate memory" will appear.

Solution
1. Check the memory utilization as instructed in Steps.
2. Check the number of processes and modify the pid_max configuration.

Steps
1. Check the memory utilization as instructed in High Memory Utilization. If the memory utilization is normal, proceed
to the next step.
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2. Run the following command to obtain the value of pid_max .
sysctl -a | grep pid_max

Perform corresponding operations according to the returned result:
If the returned result is as shown below, where the default value of pid_max is 32768, go to the next step.

If the error message "fork: Cannot allocate memory" is returned, run the following command to temporarily increase
pid_max .
echo 42768 > /proc/sys/kernel/pid_max

Run the following command again to get the value of pid_max .
3. Run the following command to view the total number of processes.
pstree -p | wc -l
When the total number of processes has reached pid_max , a new process will cause the "fork: Cannot allocate
memory" error.

Note
You can use the ps -efL command to locate the programs for which many processes are running.

4. Change the `kernel.pid_max` value in the `/etc/sysctl.conf` configuration file to `65535` to increase the number of
processes. The result should be as follows:
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5. Run the following command for the configuration to take effect immediately.
sysctl -p
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VNC Login Error “Cannot allocate memory”
：

Last updated 2022-04-06 20:30:26

Error Description
I cannot log in to the CVM via VNC, and the error message “Cannot allocate memory” appears.

Possible Reasons
This issue may be caused by too many huge pages. The default huge page size is 2048 KB. The number of huge
pages is stated in /etc/sysctl.conf . If there are 1280 huge pages (as shown below), 2.5 GB of memory are
taken. In case of low instance specification, there may not be enough memory for proper system running, and you
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cannot enter the system after restarting it.

Solutions
1. Perform the troubleshooting procedure to check whether the total number of threads exceeds the limit.
2. Modify the configurations of huge pages as needed.

Troubleshooting Procedure
1. Check whether the total number of threads exceeds the limit as instructed in Log Error “fork: Cannot allocate
memory”. If not, proceed to the next step.
2. Enter the single user mode and log in to the CVM. For detailed directions, see Booting into Linux Single User Mode.
3. Run the following command to check the configurations of huge pages.
cat /etc/sysctl.conf | grep hugepages

If there are many huge pages, perform the following steps to modify the configurations.
4. Run the following command to open the /etc/sysctl.conf configuration file with VIM editor.

vim /etc/sysctl.conf

5. Press i to enter the edit mode and reduce the value of the vm.nr_hugepages as needed.

6. Press Esc, enter :wq, and press Enter to save the configurations and exit the VIM editor.
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7. Run the following command for the configuration to take effect immediately.
sysctl -p

8. Then restart the CVM, and you can log in normally.
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Triggering Out of Memory When There is
Available Memory
：

Last updated 2022-04-06 20:30:27

Error Description
The Linux CVM does not run out of memory and triggers OOM (Out of Memory) as shown below:

Possible Reasons
This issue may be caused by the min_free_kbytes configuration. It specifies the minimum idle memory of the
Linux system (in kilobytes). When the system’s available memory goes below the set value of min_free_kbytes ,
the system will invoke oom-killer or forcibly restart depending on the vm.panic_on_oom kernel parameter:
If vm.panic_on_oom=0 is set, the system prompts OOM and invokes oom-killer to kill the process using the
most memory.
If vm.panic_on_oom =1 is set, the system will restart automatically.

Solutions
1. Perform the [troubleshooting procedure] to check the memory utilization and total number of threads.
2. Correct the min_free_kbytes configuration.

Troubleshooting Procedure
1. Check the memory utilization as instructed in High Memory Utilization. If the memory utilization is normal, proceed
to the next step.
2. Check whether the number of threads exceeds the limit as instructed in Log Error “fork: Cannot allocate memory”. If
the number of threads is within the limit, proceed to the next step.
3. Log in to the CVM and run the following command to view the min_free_kbytes configuration.
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sysctl -a | grep min_free

The min_free_kbytes value is in kbytes. For example, the min_free_kbytes = 1024000 shown below is
1 GB.

4. Run the following command to open the /etc/sysctl.conf configuration file with VIM editor.

vim /etc/sysctl.conf
5. Press i to enter the edit mode and modify the vm.min_free_kbytes configuration item.

：

Note

We recommend changing the vm.min_free_kbytes value to no more than 1% of the total memory.

6. Press Esc, enter :wq, and press Enter to save the configurations and exit the VIM editor.
7. Run the following command for the configuration to take effect.
sysctl -p
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Network Related Failures
Cross-MLC-Boarder Linkage Latency
：

Last updated 2022-07-26 17:41:06

Problem Description
The user experiences high latency when logging in to CVMs located in North America from the Chinese mainland.

Problem Analysis
Due to the limited number of international egress routers within the Chinese mainland, high concurrency may cause
linkage congestion and unstable access.
If you are in the Chinese mainland, and need to manage CVMs located in North America, you can purchase a CVM
located in Hong Kong (China) and use it as a transfer point to log in to the CVM located in North America.

Solution
1. Purchase a Windows CVM located in Hong Kong (China) as a jump server.

Note
In the “1. Select a model” of the “Custom Configuration” page, choose Hong Kong, China.
Click here to purchase >>
Windows operating system supports login to both Windows and Linux CVMs located in North America,
which is recommended to purchase.
When purchasing the Windows CVM located in Hong Kong (China), you need to buy at least 1
Mbps bandwidth. Otherwise, you cannot log in to the jump server.

2. After the purchase is completed, log in to the Windows CVM located in Hong Kong (China) based on your needs:
Logging in to Windows instance using the RDP file
Logging in to Windows instance via remote desktop
Logging in to Windows instance via VNC
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3. Log in to your CVM located in North America from the Windows CVM located in Hong Kong (China) based on your
needs:
For Linux CVMs
Logging in to Linux instance using standard login method
Logging in to Linux instance via remote login tools
Logging in to Linux instance via SSH key.
For Windows CVMs
Logging in to Windows instance using the RDP file
Logging in to Windows instance via remote desktop
Logging in to Windows instance via VNC.
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Website Access Failure
：

Last updated 2022-04-06 20:30:27
This document describes how to locate and troubleshoot the problems that cause website access failure.

Possible Causes
Website access failure may be caused by network problems, firewall configurations or CVM overload.

Troubleshooting
Troubleshooting CVM problems
CVM shutdown, hardware failure, and high CPU/memory/bandwidth usage may all cause website access failure.
Thus, we recommend that you check CVM running status and CPU/memory/bandwidth usage.
1. Log in to the CVM Console and verify whether the running status of the CVM instance is normal on the instance
management page, as shown below:

If yes, please execute step 2.
If no, please restart the CVM instance.
2. Click the ID/name of the instance to enter its details page.
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3. Select the Monitoring tab to view the instance resource usage, as shown below:

If the CPU/memory usage is too high, please refer to Failed to log in to a Windows CVM due to high CPU and
memory usage and Failed to log in to a Linux CVM due to high CPU and memory usage for troubleshooting.
If the bandwidth usage is too high, please refer to Login Failure Due to High Bandwidth Occupation for
troubleshooting.
If CPU/memory/bandwidth usage is normal, please execute step 4.
4. Execute the following command to check whether the corresponding Web service port is being monitored normally.

The following operations take port 80, which is commonly used in HTTP service, as an example.

For a Linux instance: execute the netstat -ntulp |grep 80 command, as shown below:

For a Windows instance: open the CMD command line tool to execute the netstat -ano|findstr :80
command, as shown below:
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If the port is being monitored normally, please execute step 5.
– If the port is not being monitored normally, please check whether the Web service process is launched or
correctly configured.
5. Check whether the corresponding Web service port is opened in the firewall configuration.
For a Linux instance: execute the iptables -vnL command to check whether iptables opens port 80.
If port 80 is open, please troubleshoot network-related problems.
If port 80 is not open, please execute the iptables -I INPUT 5 -p tcp --dport 80 -j ACCEPT
command to open it.
For a Windows instance: click Start > Control Panel > Windows Firewall on the OS interface to check whether
Windows firewall configuration is off.
- If yes, please [troubleshoot network-related problems](#TroubleshootNetwork).
- If no, please turn off the Windows firewall configuration.

Troubleshoot network-related problems
Network problems can also cause network access failure. You can execute the following command to check whether
the network has packet loss or high latency.
ping the public IP of the server
If a result similar to the one below is returned, there is packet loss or high latency. Please use MTR for
troubleshooting. For more information, please see CVM Network Latency and Packet Loss.
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If there is no packet loss or high latency, please troubleshoot security group problems.

Troubleshoot security group problems
Security group is a virtual firewall that allows you to control the inbound and outbound traffic of the associated
instance. You can specify protocols, ports and policies for security group rules. If you did not open the ports related to
the Web processes, website access failure may occur.
1. Log in to the CVM Console and click the ID/name of the instance to enter its details page.
2. Click the Security Group tab to view the bound security groups and their outbound and inbound rules. Confirm
that the ports related to the Web processes are open, as shown below:
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Slow Website Access
：

Last updated 2022-04-06 20:30:27

Problem Description
Website access is slow.

Problem Analysis
A complete HTTP request includes resolving the domain name, establishing the TCP connection, initiating the
request, CVM receiving and processing the request, returning the result, the browser parsing the HTML code,
requesting other resources, and rendering the page. These processes involve the local client, network nodes between
the client and the server, and the server. A problem with any of them may cause network access latency.

Solutions
Check the local client
1. Access the network testing website to test the access speed to different domain names from the local client.
2. Based on the test result, check whether the local network has an exception.
For example, the test result is as shown below:
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The test result shows the access latency for each domain name and whether the network is normal.
If the network has an exception, contact your ISP to locate and solve the problem.
If the network is normal, please check the network linkage.

Check the network linkage
1. Ping the server's public IP from the local client to check if there is packet loss or high latency.
If any of the problems occurs, use MTR for troubleshooting. For more information, please see CVM Network
Latency and Packet Loss.
If the ping test shows no packet loss or high latency, please execute step 2.
2. Use the dig/nslookup command to check whether the problem is caused by DNS resolution.
You can also access the page directly with the public network IP to check whether DNS has caused access
latency.
If DNS has an exception, check the DNS resolution.
If DNS is normal, please check the server.

Check the server
1. Log in to the CVM Console.
2. Click the ID/name of the instance you want to check to enter its details page.
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3. Select the Monitoring tab on the details page to view the instance resource usage, as shown below:

If the CPU/memory usage is too high, please see Failed to log in to a Windows CVM due to high CPU and memory
usage and Failed to log in to a Linux CVM due to high CPU and memory usage for troubleshooting.
If the bandwidth usage is too high, please refer to Login Failure Due to High Bandwidth Occupation for
troubleshooting.
If the instance resource usage is normal, please check other problems.

Check other problems
Based on instance resource usage, check whether the increase in resource consumption is caused by server load.
If yes, we recommend that you optimize the business processes, change instance configuration, or purchase new
servers to reduce the pressure on existing servers.
If no, we recommend that you check log files to locate the problem and carry out targeted optimization.
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Incorrect Multi-Queue ENI Configuration
：

Last updated 2022-03-30 15:44:15

Issue Description
The multi-queue configuration of the CVM ENI is incorrect.

Common Causes
By default, the CVM is configured with multiple queues for its ENI. This method distributes ENI terminals to different
CPUs and improves the network processing performance. There may be manual modifications that result in the
incorrect multi-queue ENI configuration.

Solution
Correct the number of ENI queues as instructed in Steps.

Steps
In the following steps, the default main ENI of the CVM is eth0 , and the number of ENI queues is 2.
1. Run the following command to check the current number of ENI queues.
ethtool -l eth0

If the following result is returned, the currently set number of queues is less than the maximum number of ENI queues,
which is unreasonable and needs to be fixed.
Channel parameters for eth0:
Pre-set maximums:
RX: 0
TX: 0
Other: 0
Combined: 2 ### Maximum number of ENI queues supported by the server
Current hardware settings:
RX: 0
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TX: 0
Other: 0
Combined: 1 ### Currently set number of ENI queues
2. Run the following command to adjust the current number of ENI queues.
ethtool -L eth0 combined 2

The number of queues in the command is set to 2, which can be adjusted as needed, up to the maximum number of
ENI queues supported by the server.
2. Run the following command to check the current configuration of the number of ENI queues.
ethtool -l eth
If the maximum number of ENI queues supported by the server is equal to the currently set number of ENI queues, the
configuration is successful.
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CVM Network Latency and Packet Loss
：

Last updated 2022-07-08 15:14:24

Problem Description
When you access the CVM from a local machine or access other network resources from the CVM, network stutters.
Packet loss or high latency is found when you execute the ping command.

Problem Analysis
Packet loss or high latency may be caused by backbone network congestion, network node failure, high load or
system configuration. You can use MTR for further diagnosis after ruling out CVM problems.
MTR is a network diagnostic tool and provides reports that help you locate networking problems.

Solution
This document uses Linux and Windows CVM instances as an example to describe how to use MTR and analyze the
report.

Note
If ping is disabled on the local server or in the CVM instance, MTR will not generate any result.

Please see the MTR introduction and instructions corresponding to the host operating system.
WinMTR Overview and Instructions (for Windows)
MTR Overview and Instructions (for Linux)
WinMTR is a free network diagnostic tool for Windows integrated with Ping and tracert features. Its graphical
interface allows you to intuitively see the response time and packet loss of each node.
Installing WinMTR
1. Log in to the Windows CVM.
2. On the operating system interface, visit the official website (or other valid channels) through the browser to
download the WinMTR installer package corresponding to your operating system.
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3. Unzip the WinMTR installer package.
Using WinMTR
1. Double-click WinMTR.exe to open WinMTR tool.
2. Enter the IP or domain name of the host in the Host field. Then click Start as shown below:
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3. Wait for WinMTR to run for a while and click Stop to stop the test as shown below:

Key information of the test result is as shown below:
Hostname: IP or name of each host passed through on the path to the destination server.
Nr: Number of nodes that have been passed through.
Loss%: Packet loss of each node.
Sent: Number of data packets sent.
Recv: Number of responses received.
Best: Shortest response time.
Avrg: Average response time.
Worst: Longest response time.
Last: Last response time.

Report analysis and troubleshooting

Note
Due to network asymmetry, we recommend you collect two-way MTR data (from the local server to the
destination server and from the destination server to the local server) if any network error occurs.
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1. According to the report, check whether there is packet loss on the destination IP.
If there is no packet loss on the destination IP, network conditions are normal.
If there is packet loss on the destination IP, perform Step 2.
2. Check the result to locate the node where the first packet loss occurred.
If packet loss occurred at the destination server, it may be caused by incorrect network configuration of the
destination server. Please check its firewall configuration.
If packet loss occurred at the first three hops, it may be caused by network problems of the local machine’s ISP. If
the problem also happens when you access other addresses, report it to your ISP.
If packet losses frequently occur and the network is considered unstable, submit a ticket for assistance and attach
the test screenshots to help the engineer locate the problem.
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Network Packet Loss
：

Last updated 2022-07-08 17:56:44

Problem Description
When you access the CVM from a local machine or access other network resources from the CVM, network stutters.
Packet loss or high latency is found when you execute the ping command.

Problem Analysis
Packet loss or high latency may be caused by backbone network congestion, network node failure, high load or
system configuration. You can use MTR for further diagnosis after ruling out CVM problems.
MTR is a network diagnostic tool and provides reports that help you locate networking problems.

Solution

：

Note

This document takes Linux and Windows CVM as an example to describe how to use MTR and analyze the
report.

Please see the MTR introduction and instructions corresponding to the host operating system.
WinMTR Introduction and Instructions (for Windows)
MTR Introduction and Instructions (for Linux)

WinMTR Introduction and Instructions (for Windows)
WinMTR is a free network diagnostic tool for Windows integrated with Ping and tracert features. Its graphical
interface allows you to intuitively see the response time and packet loss of each node.
Installing WinMTR
1. Log in to the Windows CVM.
2. On the operating system interface, visit the official website (or other legal channels) through the browser to
download the WinMTR installer package corresponding to your operating system.
3. Unzip the WinMRT installer package.
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Using WinMTR
1. Double-click WinMTR.exe to open WinMRT tool.
2. Enter the IP or domain name of the host in the Host field. Then click Start as shown below:

3. Wait for WinMTR to run for a while and click Stop to stop the test, as shown below:
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Key information of the test result is as shown below:
Hostname: IP or name of each host passed through on the path to the destination server.
Nr: Number of nodes that have been passed through.
Loss%: Packet loss of each node.
Sent: Number of data packets sent.
Recv: Number of responses received.
Best: Shortest response time.
Avrg: Average response time.
Worst: Longest response time.
Last: Last response time.

MTR Introduction and Instructions (for Linux)
MTR is a network diagnostic tool for Linux integrated with Ping, traceroute and nslookup features. ICMP packets are
used by default to test the network connection between two nodes.
Installing MTR Installation
Currently, all released versions of Linux have MTR preinstalled. If not, you can install MTR using the following
command:
For CentOS:
yum install mtr

For Ubuntu:
sudo apt-get install mtr

MTR Parameters
-h/--help: Displays help menu.
-v/--version: Displays MTR version information.
-r/--report: Outputs the result in a report.
-p/--split: Different from --report, -p/--split lists the result of each trace separately.
-c/--report-cycles: Sets the number of data packets sent per second. Default is 10.
-s/--psize: Sets the size of each data packet.
-n/--no-dns: Disables domain name resolution for IP address.
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-a/--address: Sets the IP address from which data packets are sent. It is mainly used for scenarios with a single
host and multiple IP addresses.

：
-6：IPv6
-4 IPv4

Use Cases
Take a local machine to server (IP: 119.28.98.39) as an example.
Execute the following command to output the diagnostic result of MTR in a report.
mtr 119.28.98.39 -- report
A message similar to the one below is returned:
[root@VM_103_80_centos ~]# mtr 119.28.98.39 -- report
Start: Mon Feb 5 11:33:34 2019
HOST:VM_103_80_centos Loss% Snt Last Avg Best Wrst StDev
1.|-2.|-3.|-4.|--

100.119.162.130 0.0% 10 6.5 8.4 4.6 13.7 2.9
100.119.170.58 0.0% 10 0.8 8.4 0.6 1.1 0.0
10.200.135.213 0.0% 10 0.4 8.4 0.4 2.5 0.6
10.200.16.173 0.0% 10 1.6 8.4 1.4 1.6 0.0

5.|-- 14.18.199.58 0.0% 10 1.0 8.4 1.0 4.1 0.9
6.|-- 14.18.199.25 0.0% 10 4.1 8.4 3.3 10.2 1.9
7.|-- 113.96.7.214 0.0% 10 5.8 8.4 3.1 10.1 2.1
8.|-- 113.96.0.106 0.0% 10 3.9 8.4 3.9 11.0 2.5
9.|-- 202.97.90.206 30.0% 10 2.4 8.4 2.4 2.5 0.0
10.|-- 202.97.94.77 0.0% 10 3.5 4.6 3.5 7.0 1.2
11.|-- 202.97.51.142 0.0% 10 164.7 8.4 161.3 165.3 1.2
12.|-13.|-14.|-15.|-16.|-17.|--

202.97.49.106 0.0% 10 162.3 8.4 161.7 167.8 2.0
ix-xe-10-2-6-0.tcore2.LVW 10.0% 10 168.4 8.4 161.5 168.9 2.3
180.87.15.25 10.0% 10 348.1 8.4 347.7 350.2 0.7
180.87.96.21 0.0% 10 345.0 8.4 343.4 345.0 0.3
180.87.96.142 0.0% 10 187.4 8.4 187.3 187.6 0.0
??? 100.0% 10 0.0 8.4 0.0 0.0 0.0

18.|-- 100.78.119.231 0.0% 10 187.7 8.4 187.3 194.0 2.5
19.|-- 119.28.98.39 0.0% 10 186.5 8.4 186.4 186.5 0.0
The main output information is as follows
Host: IP address or domain name of a node.
Loss%: Packet loss.
Snt: Number of data packets sent per second.
Last: Last response time.
Avg: Average response time.
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Best: Shortest response time.
Wrst: Longest response time.
StDev: Standard deviation. A higher standard deviation indicates a larger difference in the the response time of
data packets at this node.

Report analysis and troubleshooting

：

Note

Due to network asymmetry, we recommend you collect two-way MTR data (from the local machine to the
destination server and from the destination server to the local machine) if any network error occurs.

1. According to the report, check whether there is packet loss on the destination IP.
If there is no packet loss on the destination IP, network conditions are normal.
If there is packet loss on the destination IP, perform Step 2.
2. Check the result to locate the node where the first packet loss occurs.
If packet loss occurred at the destination server, it may be caused by incorrect network configuration of the
destination server. Please check its firewall configuration.
If packet loss occurred at the first three hops, it may be caused by network problems of the local machine’s ISP. If
the problem also happens when you access other addresses, report it to your ISP.
If packet loss occurred at the hops closing to the destination server, it may be caused by network problems of the
destination server’s ISP. Submit a ticket to report the problem.
When submitting the ticket, please attach screenshots of MTR test results from the local machine to the destination
server and from the destination server to the local machine.
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Instance IP Address Ping Failure
：

Last updated 2022-07-08 15:16:55

Problem
A local server fails to ping an instance. Possible causes include:
Incorrect destination server configuration
Unsuccessful domain name resolution
Linkage failure
If the local network is normal (other websites can be pinged from the local network), troubleshoot as follows:
Check whether the instance is configured with a public IP address.
Check the security group configuration.
Check the operating system configuration.
Perform other operations.

Directions
Checking whether the instance is configured with a public IP address

An instance can access other computers on the Internet only if it has a public IP address. Otherwise, the
instance cannot be pinged through outside the private IP address.

1. Log in to the CVM console.
2. On the "Instances" page, select the ID/name of the instance to ping to enter the instance details page, as shown in
the following figure:
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3. Check whether the instance is configured with a public IP address in "Network Information".
If yes, check the security group configuration.
If no, bind an elastic public IP address to the instance.

Checking the security group configuration
A security group is a virtual firewall that controls the inbound and outbound traffic of the associated instance. You can
specify the protocol, port, and policy in a security group rule. Because ICMP is used in the ping test, you need to
check whether the protocol is allowed in the security group associated with the instance. To view the security group
associated with the instance and its inbound and outbound rules, perform the following steps:
1. Log in to the CVM console.
2. On the "Instances" page, select the ID/name of the instance to be configured with a security group to enter the
instance details page, as shown in the following figure:
3. Click the Security Groups tab to enter the security group management page of this instance, as shown in the
following figure:
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4. Check the security group associated with the instance and the detailed inbound and outbound rules to determine
whether this security group allows ICMP.
If yes, check the operating system configuration.
If no, configure the ICMP protocol policy to allow.

Checking the operating system configuration
Based on the operating system of the instance, select a method to check the configuration:
For Linux operating system, check Linux kernel parameters and firewall configurations.
For Windows operating system, check the Windows firewall configuration.
Checking Linux kernel parameters and firewall configurations

Whether a ping test is allowed in Linux operating system depends on both kernel and firewall configurations. If
either of them denies the ping test, "Request timeout" occurs.

Checking the icmp_echo_ignore_all kernel parameter

1. Log in to the instance.
2. Run the following command to view the icmp_echo_ignore_all system configuration.
cat /proc/sys/net/ipv4/icmp_echo_ignore_all

If 0 is returned, all ICMP Echo requests are allowed by the system. In this case, check the firewall configuration.
If 1 is returned, all ICMP Echo requests are denied by the system. In this case, perform step 3.
3. Run the following command to modify the configuration of the icmp_echo_ignore_all kernel parameter.
echo "0" >/proc/sys/net/ipv4/icmp_echo_ignore_all
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Checking the firewall configuration

Run the following command to check whether the firewall rule and the corresponding ICMP rule of the current server
are disabled:
iptables -L

If the following result is returned, the ICMP rule is not disabled. In this case, check whether the domain name has
ICP filing (for domain names served in Mainland China).
Chain INPUT (policy ACCEPT)
target prot opt source destination
ACCEPT icmp -- anywhere anywhere icmp echo-request
Chain FORWARD (policy ACCEPT)
target prot opt source destination
Chain OUTPUT (policy ACCEPT)
target prot opt source destination
ACCEPT icmp -- anywhere anywhere icmp echo-request

If the return result shows that the ICMP rule is disabled, run the following commands to enable it.
#Chain INPUT
iptables -A INPUT -p icmp --icmp-type echo-request -j ACCEPT
#Chain OUTPUT
iptables -A OUTPUT -p icmp --icmp-type echo-reply -j ACCEPT

Checking the Windows firewall configuration
1. Log in to the instance.
2. Open Control Panel and select Windows Firewall.
3. On the "Windows Firewall" page, select Advanced settings.
4. In the pop-up "Windows Firewall with Advanced Security" window, check whether ICMP inbound and outbound
rules are disabled.
If ICMP inbound and outbound rules are disabled, please enable them.

Other operations
If the previous operations cannot troubleshoot the problem, refer to the following:
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If the domain name cannot be pinged, check your website configuration.
If the public IP address cannot be pinged, attach information on the instance and two-way MTR data (from the local
server to the CVM and from the CVM to the local server), and submit the ticket to contact our engineers for
assistance.
For more information on how to use MTR, see CVM Network Latency and Packet Loss.
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Domain Name Resolution Failure (CentOS 6.X
System)
：

Last updated 2022-04-06 20:30:27

Problem Description
After a CVM with CentOS 6.x operating system is restarted or executes on the service network restart
command, its domain names cannot be resolved. In addition, DNS information in the configuration file
/etc/resolv.conf is found to be cleared.

Possible Reasons
In CentOS 6.x operating system, initscripts with versions earlier than 9.03.49-1 has a defect due to different grep
versions.

Solution
Upgrade initscripts to the latest version and generate DNS information again.

Directions
1. Log in to the CVM.
2. Execute the following command to check the initscripts version, and verify whether a defect exists because the
initscripts version is earlier than 9.03.49-1.
rpm -q initscripts

A message similar to the one below is returned:
initscripts-9.03.40-2.e16.centos.x86_64
As shown above, the initscripts version of initscripts-9.03.40-2 is earlier than the defective version of initscripts9.03.49-1. There is a risk of DNS information being cleared.
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3. Execute the following command to upgrade initscripts to the latest version and generate DNS information again.
yum makecache
yum -y update initscripts
service network restart
4. Execute the following command after the upgrade is completed to check the version information of initscripts, and
verify whether the upgrade is successful.
rpm -q initscripts

A message similar to the one below is returned:
initscripts-9.03.58-1.el6.centos.2.x86_64
As shown above, the version displayed is different from that before the upgrade and is newer than initscripts-9.03.491. This indicates that initscripts has been upgraded successfully.
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